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Lakewood H. S. Is The Best!
WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

by Barry A. Me Intosh

Photo by Barry A. Me Intosh

bv Barry A, Me Intosh
Challenger General Manager
STPETERSBURG When it all started, there
were 80 teams. Ohly one
could be the champion.
This year, the ' Lakewood '
Spartans, coached by Dan
Wright, is that team. After
26 years, even without
winning
the
State
Championship,
Coach
Wright has run an extreme
ly successful program. He

can boast winning seasons
20 times out of 26, dating
back to a 16 -6 campaign
during the 1976 - 77 sea
son. Lakewood has been
the team to beat in the dis
trict over the past 10 years,
taking' 'the' District title the'
past 5 years in a row, and
10 total. They have won
the Regional tournament 5
times, and now they own
the ultimate trophy in the
state.
To advance to the State

Championship
round
Lakewood dominated four
opponents by an astonish
ing average margin of36.5
points. They had to go to
overtime once during the

Left to Right - Back Row: Asst. Coach Shomari McGinty, Marcus Morrison,
Justin Dodson, Brian Ligon, Jesse Harms, Theodric Watson, Head Coach Daniel
Wright; Middle Row: Sean Morrison, Pat Carter, Coryon Ross, Kory Crumbley,
Maurice Robinson; Kneeling: Marcus Lee, Mike Brown, George McElroy;
Missing: Kevin Dorsey

Regional tournament, beat

ing Hillsborough ’s Plant
High School 71- 63. Their
final two games in the
State Championship tour
nament were against two
tough teams in Leesburg,

Lakewood
continued on pg. 14

Local Youth Meet Tampa
Bay’s Fresh Pitching
♦ "Life and pitching are a lot alike,

Life is about

making adjustments."

What Are They Doing Now?
by Baheenah Hazika-Zuna

Photo by Barry A. Me Intosh

by Candace K. Clarke
Challenger Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURG—
On Thursday, March 7,
kids ranging in age from 13
to 18, gathered attentively
around Dewon Brazelton,
rookie Tampa Devil Rays
pitcher. With baseball
gloves in hand, and dressed
in their uniforms, they were
a captive audience. He def
initely had their attention.
At 6’4", even slightly
slouching, he stood tall
over most of the group.
"You are free to ask me
anything, about my person
al life, professional life...
anything."
On this cool evening
on the Campbell Park base
ball field last Thursday,

they listened as the young
man began talking about
his love for the game, com
ing off of an impressive
debut only a few days earli
er.
It was hard to ignore
the diamond earrings that
decorated each ear, or the
polished white Lexus SUV
in the parking lot.
Despite the reported
four-year, $4.8 million
pitching deal he struck with
the Tampa Bay Devil Rays
as their first-round draft
pick, Dewon Brazelton
remains a regular guy.
He never would have
imagined that this would be
his life.

"Life and pitching are a
lot alike," he tells them.
"Life is about making
adjustments."
He grew up poor, in the
small town of Tullahoma,
Tennessee. He was aban
doned by his mother at the
age of 14, who had turned
to drugs. His father was in.
and out of jail.
And yet, he found a
way to make it to the big
leagues.
It is all about attitude,
he told the players. He
explained how nobody
wanted him out of high
school, despite a good aca-

Sensation continued

owner/operator
of
Southside Boxing Gym,
located on 1510 16th St. S.
Milton, 36, is a St.
Petersburg native and the
youngest sibling of six,
bom to Estelle Taylor. As a

Alvin Ailey Leaves
Ruth Eckerd Audience
Begging For More —-—
What an evening!
What a dance company!
What a performance! The
Alvin Ailey American
Dance Company wowed
the crowd at Ruth Eckerd
Hall on their opening night
March 6. It was a perform
ance that will forever be
etched in everyone’s mem
ory, and set a standard for

future dance companies.
During the first ballet
Blues Suite, one dance,
"Mean OT Frisco," fea
tured 5 dancers in beautiful
symmetry from the begin
ning to the ending whistle
blow. The fourth dance in
the ballet was “House of

Alvin Ailey
continued on pg. 15
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• Winners of Universoul Tickets
Announced — Page 3
• Take advantage of a New Technology
Center — Page 3

on pg.14
• Debut of the Student Comer promoting
writing of students — Page 6

Ray Milton trains! with Tremel Sandifer, his second day in the ring.
Ray Milton is among a
group of uniqueBlack men
in this community working
to help keep our bodies fit,
as well as help train those
of us interested in the sport
of boxing. He is the

Photo by Andrew Eccles
Glenn A. Sims and Renee Robinson from Sweet Bitter Love

graduate of Lakewood
High School, he has held
various jobs including that
of a pastry chef. "I boxed
myself for a while" said
Milton, "but I developed
Milton continued on

• Who were the honored students at Prayer
Tower Church? — Page 9

1

• St. Petersburg College Wins State
Basketball Championship — Page 13
Call in Now for Tickets to the Tampa Bay
Blues Festival — Page 15
__
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WELCOME! NEW ADVERTISERS

INDEX

The Weekly Challenger welcomes the following new advertiser:

ABBEY-PARKLAWN FUNERAL HOME
Planning ahead always makes it easier. See how Abbey-Parklawn Funeral Home can help
you with your loved ones. Check out their advertisement on PAGE 18.
appreciates the fact that retail advertisers spend their precious dollars with us. It
is a privilege to offer their services to our readers. And we hope that as readers, you patronize their
businesses since they are investing in a product that is targeted specifically to our communities. As an
added bonus to advertisers who put their trust In the power of The Weekly Challenger, we want to call
attention to them as they begin to appear in our paper.

The Weekly Challenger
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Brazelton shows Charles Wilson, Demetrius Lynn,
and Jamal Walker the grip for a change-up.
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THERE’S A REASON TO READ THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!

OPINIONS
A Living Memorial to Cleveland Johnson, Jr,

The Weekly Challenger

“Black People Must Sell As Well As Buy Else Remain A Beggar Race
Cleveland Johnson, Publisher
(1967-2001)
Barry A. McIntosh...............................General Manager
The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922
Fax (727) 823-2568
email: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com
www.theweeklychallenger.com

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color; his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.
MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.
SPABCC

Few individuals make
a major impact on others
during their lifetime. Even
less accomplish things that
remain in memory after
they pass. Mr. Cleveland
Johnson is an exception to
both. His philosophy was
clear and simple. One
could not argue about his
focus and how it was the
catalyst that influenced the
vision of countless people
who met him.
Mr. Johnson was an
entrepreneur in the truest
sense. He created a suc
cessful newspaper, The
Weekly Challenger, out of
virtually nothing, and in
doing so he controlled his
destiny, and helped others
do the same. That is what

Census Bureau report
showed that Blacks spent
from .5 — 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
necessities like Food, Tele
phone, Utilities, Clothing,
and Major Appliances.
Another study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the Black fam
ily median income was
54% - 65% of white fami
lies in the four age groups
35-44, 45-54, 55-64, and
65+. Conversely, the same
study reported that a Black
family earning $30,000 a
year spends as much as a
white family earning
$50,000. No wonder that
Mr.
Johnson stressed
"Selling" over "Buying."

The net result: a negative
net worth for a significant
majority of African-Ameri
cans when compared to
white Americans with com
parable incomes.
"Cleve," as many af
fectionately called him, is
no longer here, but the
stark reality of our plight
remains. It thus does us all
well to reflect heavily on
what motivated him, his
legacy: "Black People
Must Sell As Well As Buy,
Else Remain A ‘Beggar
Race’," lest we find our
selves failing to heed Mr.
Johnson’s warning issued
out of love and respect for
all of us!

they would enter. As their
discussion progressed, one
of the men made a pro
found statement, he said,

"If we go into the city we
might die and if we sit
here and do nothing we
will surely die." His state
ment reminded me of the
situation that currently
exists in the Midtown area.
Shortly after thinking
about the biblical depic
tion, I engaged in a conver
sation with a gentleman
who asked, where is
Midtown? And I replied.
It’s at the Gate. So if any
one asks, where is Midtown? One can only reply;
" Midtown is at the gate.
The gate of prosperity, or
the gate that remains the
same." Therefore, one Can
only surmise that Mid
town’s future hangs in the
balance, and the pendulum

swing, can and ultimately
will be directed by the ac
tion or non-action of its
community.
If asked what can we
do? One can only reply by
saying,
we get up and
do something, we might
see tremendous change,
but if we continue to sit
and do nothing Midtown's
potential will surely die."
Brothers and Sisters, we
must for once, unite, organ
ize and mobilize to bring
about Midtown’s destiny.
So please remember that
we must get up and "do
something, make some
thing and take something,
the promised blessings of
God." Midtown, come let’s
go into the right Gate!

For those of us who
he preached incessantly; be more than selling has per
in control of your own des petuated some level of sub were not privileged to meet
Mr. Johnson and fully un
tiny. To achieve that sort of jugation.
An
often-repeated derstand his philosophy, it
freedom, one must’ sell, and
even more importantly, sell story from those who tried does us well to understand
what belongs to them, not as they could to write sto the import of the words,
someone else’s product or ries for him was his "Black People Must Sell
service. In other words, response to essentially "go As Well As Buy, Else
find yourself a business, sell an ad, and keep your Remain A ‘Beggar Race,’"
work it, be successful at it, story." He promoted the This is critically important
and thus dramatically re participation in commercial when we look at this equa
duce your dependence up enterprise, controlling your tion from the buying side.
on others for support. destiny. In addition, he For example, the National
Working for someone else, backed up what initially Urban League reported that
and having them control seemed like a harsh request during the decade of the
your income, has relegated by taking so many under 90s, "African-American
many African-Americans his wings and training them buying power increased
to a beggar race, in some to "sell." This town is filled almost 73 percent." The
cases more severely than with people who took his challenge we face with that
others. Nevertheless, as advice, and are forever increase in disposable in
Mr. Johnson experienced it, indebted to Mr. Johnson for come is the problem with
working for someone else, the success they’ve a- too much spending.
Moreover, a 1997 U.S.
and buying and spending chieved.

Where Is Midtown?
©ip? Weektg ^aUrttgrr
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by Gwendolyn Fleming
On Monday evening
two weeks ago, I walked
by the television and hap
pened to see a small group
of concerned Midtown res
idents, who were attending
a training session, prepar
ing for an upcoming Wrice
Drug March. A march
wherein they march down
drug infested streets, chant
ing " Down with Dope, Up
with hope." Of course the
plan is to take back their
streets, neighborhood and
community from those
who are drug-dealers, who
too, are victims of a capi
talistic drug trade. Of
course, I could not help but
notice two familiar faces.
Two faces that are always

present at any event or
effort geared toward im
proving the quality of life
for the residents of the
Midtown Area. Of course, I
am referring to Ms.
Johnnie Mack and Ms.
Dorothy Gilliam.
However, I’m per
plexed and wonder why I
never see the ministers and
parishioners
of local
churches standing up to
make a change. I also
wonder, how can a church
exist on almost every cor
ner in this impoverished,
drug infested, hurting com
munity, yet remain silent,
and unseen in the fight to
bring healing and change
to a hurting people, our
neighbors, brothers and sis-

ters. I also wonder how
can we say we love God,
whom we have never seen,
yet not care about the hurt
ing people living next door
or down the street? How
can some people, a blessed
people enjoy their drive to
work Monday through
Friday, and church on
Sunday, while dismissing
the hurt that I know they
see?
When I see my broth
ers and sisters standing on
the comer, with that stare,
the stare of hopelessness
and pain they all share, I
can’t help but wonder how
can the blessed not care?
How can we not share, our
knowledge and wisdom,
while stretching forth a

hand of compassion and
Christian Love?
When I think about the
future of Midtown, a bibli
cal depiction comes to
mind, which takes place
during a time of famine.
Two men infected, with lep
rosy, shunned, and starving
were sitting at the City
Gate discussing the seri
ousness of their condition.
They understood that it
was more than possible,
actually, probable that they
would be killed by city res
idents if they entered the
city.
Yet their hunger
caused them to discuss if
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NAACP Boycott Over
Flag Hurts Struggling
Black Resort
Community---------------by Kimberley Jane Wilson
Atlantic Beach needs
help. Along with Eaton
ville, Florida, Atlantic
Beach, South Carolina is
one of the last remaining
chartered predominately
black towns in America.
Located on the coastline, it
earned the nickname of the
"Black Pearl of the Grand
Strand." Once upon a
time, it really was.
Founded by blacks in
the 1930s, it was the place
for black professionals to
relax and vacation when
Myrtle Beach was off-lim
its to blacks because of
segregation. When inte
gration finally came, many
rushed to visit and spend
their dollars in Myrtle
Beach. Atlantic Beach
was almost forgotten.
Mayor Irene Arm
strong and the Atlantic
Beach City Council are
fighting to bring the town

back to economic life. A
huge part of this plan is the
revenue they could earn
from the annual Black
Bikers Week. During the
festival, the black bikers
spend about $40 million in
their pursuit of a good
time. This year, things will
be
different.
The
NAACP’s call for a boy
cott of the state is still on.
In support of the boycott, a
number of bike clubs
announced they are going
to Maryland or Virginia
Beach instead.
The NAACP original
ly called for a boycott of
South Carolina because the
Confederate Battle Flag
flew over the state capitol
dome.
The flag came
down, but it is still on capi
tol grounds. The NAACP
is continuing the boycott.
This year, the NAACP is
setting up “border patrols”
at the state’s rest stops to

bv Lou Frev. Jr.
Because of its size, the
United States House of
Representatives has a se
ries of rules and procedures
which it follows. The rules
come from the Constitution
of the United States, appli
cable provisions of Jeffer
son's Manual, rules of the
House, provisions of law
having the force of a rule
and pertinent decisions of
the Speakers and other pre
siding officers of the
House. Jefferson's Manual
was prepared by Thomas
Jefferson for his own guid
ance as President of the
Senate in the years of his
Vice Presidency from 1797
to 1801.
In 1837, the House, by
a rule which still exists,
provided that the provi
sions of the manual should
"govern the House in all
cases to which they are
applicable and in which

they are not inconsistent
with the standing rules and
order of the House." Jef
ferson's Manual is 862
pages and I can assure you
that very few, if any, mem
bers of the House have
read it in its entirety.
However, those that know
the rules and know how to
use the rules are especially
effective in the Congress.
The most powerful in
ternal committee in the
House is the Rules Com
mittee. This committee be
gan as a select* committee
in 1789 and became a
standing committee in
1880. This is the Speaker's
Committee with an abnor
mal number of members of
the majority party on the
committee. The reason is
that no major bill can come
to the floor of the House of
Representatives without a
rule being granted by the
Rules Committee. This

committee has incredible
power. It can pass an open
rule where debate and
amendments are unlimited.
It can pass a closed rule
where debate is limited and
no amendments allowed.
The committee can waive
points of order to the bill
and allow amendments
which are not germane to
the legislation. The most
practical explanation is that
it's like a traffic cop with
the ability to stop traffic or
allow it to flow freely.
There are very few ways
around the Rules Com
mittee.
One such method is
presented under Rule
XXVII which allows a
member to present to the
clerk a motion in writing to
discharge a committee
from the consideration of a
public bill or resolution
which has been referred to
that committee 30 days

prior thereto.
On the second and
fourth Mondays of each
month, a member who has
signed a Motion to Dis
charge may be recognized
for the purpose of calling
up the motion. The motion
is not valid unless a major
ity of the total membership
of the House has signed the
motion. There are proce
dures set forth as to how
the motion is debated. This
procedure was used recent
ly in the House to force the
bill on campaign finance
reform to the floor of the
House. During my term in
Congress, I believe only
once did a discharge peti
tion ever reach the floor.
In Florida recently,
Speaker Tom Feeney used
the rules to kill the sales tax
rewrite proposed by Senate
President MacKay. The
Speaker had a problem in
considering the bill be-

cause the Senate, after
passing the bill, refused to
send it over to the House of
Representatives. Also, no
member of the House had
introduced a companion
bill to the Senate bill and
therefore, under normal
procedures, there was no
way the House could take
the bill up and vote on it.
What Speaker Feeney did
was to dissolve the Florida
House of Representatives
into the committee of the
whole House and consider
the bill in an informal way.
He was able to bring in
several economists to testi
fy and then take a non
binding vote (90 to noth
ing) against the sales tax.
As Speaker Feeney
told me on my radio show,
The Florida Roundtable,
this method had been used
twenty years ago by the
Florida Senate. Although
this procedure is not nor-

mal in Florida, it is the nor
mal procedure in the U. S.
House of Representatives.
Understanding
the
rules and knowing how to
use them gives a member
added power. The member
who knows how to use the
rules is greatly sought out
in legislative bodies. Let
me make an analogy to
football. If you could write
the rules so that the other
team has to go 120 yards to
score and you only have to
go 60 yards, you will win
most games. In both of
these cases, important leg
islation was impacted. In
the case involving the U. S.
House of Representatives,
bottled-up legislation was
passed. In the case of the
Florida House of Repr
esentatives bottled-up leg
islation was killed.

convince tourists to turn
back or keep driving
through.
Jesse Jackson, a native
of Greenville, South Caro
lina, says the boycott is
about dignity. NAACP of
ficials say they know black
businesses have been and
will continue to be hurt by
the boycott which, depend
ing on whom you talk to,
has cost the state between
$15 million and $20 mil
lion in lost revenue. They
believe everyone must suf
fer for the greater good.

Tell that to Mayor
Armstrong and the 450 res
idents of Atlantic Beach as
their revitalization efforts
go down the drain.
I recently went to
Myrtle Beach to give a
speech to a women’s organ
ization. While I was there,
my husband and I asked
attendees, hotel guests and
hotel employees what they
thought
about
the
NAACP’s border patrols.
Nobody, black or white,
thought it was a good idea.
The young black waitress

who served me breakfast
on Saturday worried how
she was going to pay her
bills since she relies heavi
ly on the tips tourists leave.
On the trip home, we
stopped on Highway 501 to
buy homemade ice cream
from a middle-aged black
woman who grumbled that
the NAACP should do
something about black
SAT scores or the number
of pregnancies among
black teens. Later, an eld
erly black farmer who sold
me sweet potatoes and

peanuts noted that he used
to make a nice bit of money
selling to tourists. All
these people derive their
economic livelihood from
tourism, and they didn't
seem to be in the mood for
suffering.
The NAACP is sup
posed to be about advance
ment, but the organization's
leadership doesn't seem to
care about ordinary, every
day black people anymore.
The only cause I see it is
advancing seems to be it's
own.

This summer, I'm go
ing back to South Carolina.
Most of my family lives
there. Some of my elderly
relatives are in fragile
heath, and it's better I visit
them sooner rather than
later. When I get there, I'll
do the same things I always
do when I'm in South
Carolina.
Will the border patrols
work? I doubt it. Nobody
who's just spent several
long hours on the road is
going to turn around be
cause a NAACP volunteer

tells them to do so. Some
people will feel intimidat
ed, but others are going to
be angry. Most will eithei
ignore the NAACP oi
avoid the rest stops alto
gether.
Harassing tourists or
their way to the beaches
and golfers on their way tc
the links is not the way for
the NAACP to make its
point. Helping to slap the
pr edominant ly-black
Atlantic Beach down jus
as it's trying to rise again i;
not the way to do it either.
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
OPINION

by Fenn Ellery

Leadership - And
Mental Toughness
Black ACTs (Amer
ican Citizen Taxpayers)
with a Median Family
Income 45-50% that of
White AQTs? One critical
factor in closing that racial
income gap will be leader
ship - and the ability, con
sensus and unity , in push
ing outward and publicly
to fight this!
Black ACTs, and Midtown expressly included,
obviously have an abun
dance of girls and boys,
men and women, with
leadership potential. My
wife and I have spent
decades as white "minori
ty" ACTs within Black and
Chicano
predominant
groups. We raised our kids
in Inglewood, Calif., about
3% white. Leader poten
tial is no problem!
The problem is develop
ment opportunities - the
shortage of these.
Access to training, a
chance to try different
styles, time to mature as
leaders and build self-con
fidence and a strong selfconcept.
Elder Martin

but trainable skill - and
even to read body lan
guage, and perhaps to
reach out to hear a diverse
range of views about (the
true nature of) the goal and
how to coordinate and use
incentives to reach it.
Hopefully this will whet
some appetite for further
discussion about leader
ship since this column
plans to return to this topic.
It plans to be very goal-ori
ented about Midtown. As
Deputy Mayor Goliath
Davis III asks that we
become AMBASSADORS
for Midtown this column
will try to fulfill that role while also being the Loyal
Opposition, a resident
skeptic, and driven toward
closing the racial income
gap!
Midtown has all the
leadership potential it
needs. But a recognition of
this seems lacking, plus the
will to drive toward devel
oping the leaders...polishing the ones who now
lead... finding, training and
encouraging the young and

Rainey

potential leaders... and see

and

the

IMA

Youth.Com program is dnb
example - a chance fo cross

the digital divide, learn
computers, get help with
studies, AND - try some
public speaking, talking
before a group!
One national organiza
tion stresses that each
branch must build a solid
foundation. The #1 basic:
Leaders are not bom, they
are trained.' When readers
recognize the power-build
ing value of strong and
united protest against the
racial income gap they will
find the key to unlock
major re-balancing funding
for leadership training.
GOALS are a key to
leadership. This is true in
talking about leading one’s
life. It becomes critical in
leading a group or organi
zation. An organization
needs two or more people
wanting to reach the same
goal - which no one can
attain alone - and with each
person willing to put into
the effort something of
value. Tt can be their time,
their "sweat equity," or
money. Also, goals need to
be Operationally Stated specific/detailed, to meas
ure progress.
The leader will normally
be the person - female or
male - best able to spell out
the goal and develop a con
sensus about how best to
attain it. Then factors like
planning ability and deter
mination come into play.
Sometimes the leader is the
person best able to find
alternate ways to move
toward the; goal when
blockages first appear.
LISTENING is among
the least recognized of the
several other attributes of a
leader. The ability to real
ly listen - often a very rare

ing tlid value of Toughness
as an equalizing factor.
As a former university
professor for several years
this columnist often saw
the bittersweet difference
between two opposite
groups. One was the group
which had wealthy parents
and an easy life, with high
er education normally
funded by loving parents
and living as Greeks (in
frats and sororities).
The other group had the
students needing to earn
their education, working in
jobs on and off campus,
fighting for the grade aver
ages which helped to get
scholarships, taking two
jobs in the Summer - and
still needing loans.
As a student I went
through as part of this
group - tough, but valu
able.
Earning it meant insist
ing on better value for time
spent.
The point? Midtown
residents can see this as a
plus factor. The tough life
plus dedication to hard
work may be helping some
African-American athletes
excel as pros. This doesn’t
justify the gap. The adver
sity factor and survival/
toughness may help in
closing it.
Last week this column
advocated that the City go
block-by-block, or at least
with a sizable and statistically-significant sample of
blocks, to get real grass
roots inputs and involve
ment re: economic devel
opment.
This week - shouldn't
the City and the newspaper
consider a similar effort - a
"Talent Search" for evi
dences of leader potential
and growth?

(The views expressed
by The Challenger colum
nists are not necessarily the
views of The Weekly
Challenger. Fenn Ellery, is
a resident of St. Petersburg,
and is a member of
AAVREC, the AfricanAmerican Voter Research
and Education Committee,
and CUSP, Citizens United
in Shared Prosperity.)

Healing the
Community
Dialogue
Series-------ST. PETERSBURG "Healing the Rift between
Community and Police" in
the City of St Petersburg
dialogue series will take
place Saturday, March 16,
2002 from 10am -12pm at
the University of South
Florida, St Petersburg
Campus Activity Center.
Sponsoring Collabora
tive: National Conference
for
Community
and
Justice, City Of St
Petersburg, University of
South
Florida
(St
Petersburg),
Florida
NOW/ Pinellas NOW,
CUCA, FL- IONS.
For more information,
please call: NCCJ at
727.568.9333

Hark JFartfi

I

On March 02,
1961, the
Atlanta

Chamber of
Commerce
announced that
Black and white
leaders had
I agreed on a plan J
I for desegrega- I
■ tion of lunch- ’
| rooms and other |
■facilities. Clifton|R. Wharton was I

I

sworn in as
ambassador to i
Norway.

THE WINNERS OF 2 UNIVERSOUL CIRCUS TICKETS EACH
FOR THEIR PERFORMANCE ON MARCH 13,
AT RAYMOND JAMES STADIUM ARE:

RAMBLING
"Yesterday has gone, forget
it. Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come, So
don't wait on it."

BLUE FELIU • VANCE BRYANT • TONYA MARTIN
Congratulations from The Weeklv Challenger!

896-2152

New Technology Center To Open
In Midtown --------------------------------by Roger K. Clendening
ST. PETERSBURG—
Black residents in Midtown St. Petersburg next
week will find another
span to help them bridge
the "digital divide" when a
new computer learning
center opens on 16th Street
South.
The St. Petersburg
Branch NAACP’s office,
at 1501 16th St. South, will
be home to the new
Midtown Technology Cen
ter, the product of a pub
lic/private partnership. A
grand opening program is
set for Tuesday, March 19
at 4:30 p.m.
The new center, in the
NAACP’s newly refur
bished main meeting
room, includes 26 fully
reconditioned Dell com
puters loaded with Win
dows 2000 and Office XP.
Twelve of the computers
will have Internet access.
Students and parents from
surrounding
neighbor
hoods can use them for
homework, job searches,
and research, among other
uses. The center will be
open on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 4 p.m.8 p.m. and on Saturdays
fromTO a.ih.-2 p.m.
"The center is a true
partnership of the business
community, the school
system, the Midtown com
munity, the City of St.
Petersburg,
and
the
NAACP,” said Richard
Engwall, development and
external affairs vice presi
dent for the Pinellas
County Education Founda
tion.
GATX Technology Ser
vices, a Tampa-based arm
pf GATX Corporation, an

international leasing com
pany, donated the comput
ers, office furniture and
sustaining funds through
the foundation once the
NAACP offered its office
in Midtown, providing ac
cess to residents of the
Campbell Park, 13th St.
Heights, Melrose-Mercy/
Pine Acres and surround
ing neighborhoods.
At the NAACP’s re
quest, the City pitched in,
with its "N" Team provid
ing painting, cleaning, and
a general sprucing of the
grounds.
"The city has been
wonderful in providing
greenery and refurbishing
the
building,"
Gwen
Reese, an NAACP board
member who oversaw the
project, told the final meet
ing of partners last week.
Dallas Jackson, Pro
gram Coordinator of the
SAVE (Scholarships for
Adult Vocational Educa
tion) program at P-TEC
(Pinellas Technical Educa
tion Center) in St. Peters
burg, and Sally Day, Co
ordinator of the BETA
(Business, Economics and
Technology
Academy)
magnet program at Gibbs
H.S., with BETA teacher
Jack Matthews, coordinat
ed the efforts of student
volunteers who will men
tor participant users at the
new center.
Ndubuisi Mbano, a
Web Design Student in the
SAVE program at PTEC,

has been hired as a parttime NAACP technology
supervisor, with funds
from the school system
through the foundation,
according to Engwall.
Mbano worked with
SAVE Web Design col
leagues Jason Callahan
and Ricardo Vazquez, and
the following BETA stu
dents from Gibbs to install,
network and otherwise
prepare the computers for
use: Tamira Davis, John
Doolittle, A.J. Fizell, Matt
Grdgon, Tameika Huff,
Jana Kukacka, Robert
Lambdon, Sean Maloney,
Jesse Racine, and Geoff
Unsbee.
While the NAACP will
be responsible for over
sight, an advisory board
comprised of the partners
will administer the center’s
operations.

Let us all

bv Charles Howard
MORE UNIQUE WAYS
TO STRETCH A
DOLLAR
NOVEMBER
MEMOIR!
This November, add up
all your medical expenses
for the year and decide
whether they will exceed
the non-deductible amount
indicated on your tax form.
If so, schedule for the next
few months all the major
medical undertakings-that
annual physical examina
tion, the fitting of new eye
glasses or braces, dental
work, perhaps a needed
operation-you’ve
been
postponing. That way,
you’ll be able to deduct all
these expenses on your
income tax.
If your medical expens
es have been low this year,
put off all this work until
January. Next year, heaven
forbid, you may be eligible
for the deduction.
For further information:
Deduction for medical and
dental expenses, Publica
tion 502, Internal Revenue
Service.

Nance, Lolita Rackett;
March 20th, Paula Henry,
Erikah Morehead Belvin.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Today, March 14th,

SICK AND SHUT-INS
This week, we journey
to Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church, 505 35th
St. S., St. Petersburg,
where Rev. Earnest Jones
is pastor, to visit and pray
for the sick and shut-ins:
Ethel Allen, Alpine
Health and Rehab Center;
Betty Black, Orinna Black
of Emerson Ave. S.;
Brandon Blue of 31st St.
S.; Alberta Byron, Alpine
Health Center; Ruth Con
yers, 40th St. S.; Martha
Cubby, 22nd Ave. S.E.;
Dolly Golden, 65th Ave S.;
Mattie Girley, Bay Point
Nursing Pavillion; Felton
Jefferson, 15th Ave. S.; An
nie Hamm; Mary Harris,
Integrated Health Services;
Flora Henderson, Graham
Park Housing; Willie Hutley, 26th Ave. S.; Luenell
Lily, 24th Ave. S.; Annie
Pride, Westminster Shores;
Cleo Rowls, 16th Ave. S.;
Cornelia Rollins, Alberca
Way S. Carrie Smith, 14th
St. S.; Robert Starling, Sr.,
24th Ave. S.; Mattie

do every
thing
possible to
help
promote
unity in our
community
and beyond!

♦♦♦
COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

Ann Smith; March 15th-

Streeter, 20th Ave. S.; and

,20th, Gertrude Anderson,

Annie Teal, 14th Ave. S.

Delores Hines, Yolanda
Rogers, Jolin Etheridge,
Jr., Derrick R. Walters,
Synnita Britten, Heron J.
Sherrod III, Parrie L.
Whatley; March 18 th,
Mark Fuller, Mary L.
Haugabook,
Lee
A.
Haugabook, Shandra T.
Roberson, Norman Britten,
Sr.; March 19th, Perman
Neal, Mir Nichole Burney,
Marva Lane, Ruth O.

“Jesus turned and saw
her. Take heart, daughter,
He said, your faith has
healed you, and the woman
was healed from that
moment.”

M-F 8:30-8:30 • Sat. 8:30 to 6:30 • Sun. 11 to 6

UNTIL NEXT WEEK,
JUMP TO IT!

There JS A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!

WOODIES
HAT BOX

DAYTON ANDREWS DODGE

The way to love any
thing is to realize that it
might be lost.

Jack McConnells
here

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

mm 22HDAVLN0RTH&U.S.19
starmet,

ST. PETERSBURG 727-321-0500

94 Mazda P/U
Was 7995

Now $4935
99 Dodge Dakota P/U
Was 11995

Now $8537
97 Mazda Xtra Cab
4 WD
Was 12995

Now $9435

Q

96 Ford Ranger
Xtra Cab
Was 10995

97 Nissan Extra
Cab
Was 11995

Now $7840

Now $8490

>8 Dodge Dakota
Xtra Cab
Was 11995

98 Ford Ranger
Xtra Cab
Was 11995

Now $8931

Now $8960

8 Dodge Ram P/U
Was 13995

Now$9855

97 Dodge 1500
p/uslt
Was 13995

00 Dodge Dakota
P/U
Was 15995

Now $10994

Now $11895

98 Dodge Dakota
Xtra Cab
Was 14995

39 Dodge Dakota
Xtra Cab V-8
Was 16995

98 Dodge Ram
Xtra Cab
Was 16995

Now $11950

Now$12993

Now$13807

98 Chevy Xtra
Cab P/U
Was 17995

30 Ford Xtra Cab
Was 17995

01 Dodge Ram P/U
Was 18995

Now$13990

Now $15621

01 Dodge Ram
Was 21995

00 Chevy Silverado
LS Quad Cab
Was 23995

Now $10942

Now $13981
97 GMC Xtra
Cab 4 WD
Was 22995

NOW$17948
99 Dodge Quad
Cab Diesel
Was 25995

Now $21633

Now $19942

Now $20903

01 Dodge LWB
01 Dodge Sport P/U
Quad Cab
Quad Diesel Duelly
Was 24995
3500 Was 33995

Now $21923

H IRES
Hairstyling

Upcoming)

3427 llth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649
0

5
\

Now $10750

58 Dodge Dakota
Sport Xtra Cab
Was 13995

97 Ford Xtra Cab
Was 14995

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Now $29647

'

if

■ T

M

The Tax Lady

• Elijah Gossier, St. Pete Times
columnist, to speak at The Poynter
Institute, 801 Third St. So., Tuesday,
March 19, 8pm.

at Lundy’s, 308418th Ave. S.

• Downtown Sarasota Spring Fling
Craft Fair, March 23 & 24,
10am - 5pm, free admission.
For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

/

Beat April 15th
Deadlinel

• Healing the Community Dialogue
Series, Saturday,
March 16, 10am - 2pm, USF St. Pete
Campus Activity Center.
• 8th Annual Downtown St. Pete
Beach/Corey Area Art Festival,
Saturday & Sunday, March 16 & 17,
10am - 5pm, free admission.

I

Tax Office Phone:
327-7012
L .

. J

,

4
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SERENDIPITY

Delta’s International Day of Service-

THIS &
THAT

Ik 1
by Hugh Clay Paulk

by Mabel Cooper

TuTpIc^MOKE™reported an enjoyable dinDEAR FRIENDS
One evening when I
lived in New York, Alice
Hughes, the nationally
syndicated King Features
columnist, invited me to
see the Broadway play, /
Can Get It For You
Wholesale. She did not tell
me she planned to inter
view a nineteen-year-old
actress backstage after the
show. All Alice knew was
that the producer had raved
about the girl. Her name-:
Barbra Streisand.
Barbra was in a tizzie
when we met her. A tape
she had made a few days
earlier for a local TV show,
hosted by Mike Wallace,
was scheduled to air that
night, and she was afraid
she was going to miss it. I
took the two of them to the
nearby Astor Hotel to get a
room, but none was avail
able.
Time was running
short, so we went across
the street to a bar in the
Piccadilly and asked the
bartender to turn on the set.
"What you talkin'
about?" he screamed, in his
gentle way. "Who wants to
watch TV? There ain't
nothin' on it!"
"I'm going to be on it,"
said Barbra.
"Yeah? Whatcha gonna
do?"

Honey!" I said. Then I told
her something she already
knew: "You are going to be
a big star!"
Only semi-facetiously,
I added, "May I touch
you?"
She stared at me for a
minute. Then, without
smiling, she demanded,
"WHERE?"
I knew right then she
was one smart cookie.
She lived over a
seafood restaurant on
Third Avenue.
I used to run into her
on the street occasionally.
She was always in jeans.
One day she invited me to
her twentieth birthday
party. It was held, with
much media attention, in a
Greenwich Village Chi
nese restaurant where she
had worked as a waitress.
The novel, I Can Get It
For You Wholesale, was a
1930s bestseller. In visits
with her, I learned that
Barbra had never heard of
it, or of its author, Jerome
Weidman. Also, she had
never heard of one of her
co-stars, the singer Lillian
Roth, whose autobiogra
phy, I'll Cry Tomorrow,
became a 4-star movie
starring Susan Hayward.
She was not aware that
another actor in the show,
Harold Lang, had starred

"I'm going to do a strip

on Broadway in Rodgers

tease."
He turned on the set.
Barbra was about to see
herself on TV for the first
time.
In I Can Get It For You
Wholesale, she played a
comedic role that, as the
show went along, had been
enlarged to accommodate
her talents. But for the TV
program she sang a torch
song, so beautifully done it
would tear your heart out.
But was Barbra happy?
No! She grimaced. She
flinched. She covered her
face in embarrassment.
Geniuses are their own
best critics. She had seen
mistakes I had not noticed,
mistakes that she would
never make again.
"That was sensational,

and Hart’s hit musical Pal
Joey, the role Sinatra
played in the movie.
I gave Barbra paperback
copies of both the Jerome
Weidman and Lillian Roth
books. Using the 4-color
pencil I had given her, she
wrote me a nice two-page
"thank you" letter.
Barbra! Write me again
sometime and tell me
whatever happened to you.

L-R: Natalie Tindall, Nobedine Packard, Dorothy
L-R: Mr. John Duncan, Mrs. Madie Duncan from
Bell, Mary R. Nelson and Cheryl Tindall
Operation HOPE and Soror Mary R. Nelson
ST. PETERSBURG On March 9th, the St.
Petersburg
Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority joined other
chapters around the nation
in an International Day of
Service for HIV/AIDS
Awareness.
The program was done
in three phases. In phase I,
Alma Kicklighter, one of
the pioneers of the HIV/
AIDS programs in St. Pe
Health Task Force and Social Action Members-L-R: Natalie Tindall, Katie
tersburg, and the Pinellas Andrews, Dorothy Bell, Alma Kicklighter, Mary R. Nelson, Cheryl JohnsonTindall and Carolyn Swanson. Not shown are Patricia Kendricks, Evelyn
County Health Department
Gardner, Lorian Williams, June Peterman, Joan Harris and Willett Givens
told us how we could stop
the spread of this dreaded HIV/AIDS information in
various areas of the city
disease in our community.
Soror Natalie Tindall, and answered questions:
past regional representa 16th Street to Campbell
tive, read a moving “Sister Park, Maxi Mall, 9th Street
Keeper” prayer written by and Central Plaza.
Phase III was complet
Soror Mary Nelson and
Soror Carolyn Swanson. A ed when Madie Duncan
well known social worker and her husband John
in this area gave an over Duncan from Operation
view of all the HIV/AIDS H.O.P.E. received three
organizations in this area boxes of care items for vic
that are available to help tims of the HIV/AIDS epi
L-R: Soror Cheryl Johnson-Tindall, Soror Natalie
with all aspects of care and demic.
Tindall, Soror Cheryl Norwood, President and
All members of Delta
information. A video
Soror Mary R. Nelson
developed by the national Sigma Theta Sorority who
of death for African- Task Force and Social
chapters of the NAACP were present agreed to
American men and women Actions Committee of
and Delta Sigma Theta spread' the information
aged 25-44 and 50% off Delta
Sigma
Theta
Sorority was shown to end gained, because the ohly
the
new
HIV
infections
Sorority
encourage
you
to
phase I. It will be used in way to stop this pandemic
other community pro is through education and occur among young people join in the fight. Too many
15-25. As
of of us are dying needlessly.
the awareness of everyone. aged
grams.
December
2000,
Florida
According
to
the
In phase II, Community
had 80,416 cumulative
Center
for
Disease
Control
Outreach,
the
sorors
passed out 400 packages of AIDS is the leading cause AIDS cases. The Health

Main Street Decorated With Crafts
With the coming of
Spring, Downtown Sara
sota will welcome over
100 craftersfrom across the
country exhibiting original
arts and crafts. Mark your
calendars on March 23 &
24 to attend the Downtown
Sarasota Spring Fling Craft
Fair. This fun filled two

day event, will include
musical
entertainment
from national musicians as
well as great food. Show
times are 10 am to 5 pm
daily and admission is free.
The crisp Spring air
creates the perfect setting
to stroll along Main Street,
where crafters will display

and sell handcrafted, af
fordable items, ranging in
styles from traditional to
modem. There will be
jewelry, watercolor paint
ings, pottery, sculptures,
stained glass, fountains
and much more for sale.
A very popular section
of the festival, the Garden

Best wishes,
Hugh
C/o The Weekly
Challenger
2500 M. L. King, Jr. (9th)
Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 333705
hughcpaulk@ aol.com

THE WINNER OF 4 UNITY DAY FESTIVAL TICKETS
FOR MARCH 9,
AT CAMPBELL PARK WAS:

STEPHANIE CUMMINGS
Congratulations from The Weekly Challenger1.
s4ccefit TYJonJi&tA (fanfiewiatiM, & Pyp
^ttMneutce

HMO & PPO Special
$20 Hr. Massage

Army & Air Force
Hometown News

Kavan O. Grant
SAN ANTONIO, TXAir Force Airman Kava O.
Grant has graduated from
basic military training at
Lackland Air Force Base,
San Antonio, TX.

During the six weeks of
training, the airman stud
ied the Air Force mission,
organization and customs,
performed drill and cere
mony
marches
and
received physical training
and special training in
human relations.
In addition, airmen
who complete basic train
ing earn credits toward an
associate degree through
the Community College of
the Air Force.
He is the nephew of
Hazel Hudson of 5997
30th Ave., St. Petersburg.
Grant is a 2001 gradu- •
ate of Dixie Hollins High
School, St. Petersburg.

There IS A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger1
.

Must present proof of coverage
We Specialize Also In:
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibrorrr/algia

H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULAR MAS SAGE

& Gourmet Marketplace,
will feature plants, flowers
and other gourmet special
ty items.
To add to the festivities,
nationally acclaimed musi
cians will play throughout
the weekend. Enjoy the
soothing sounds of Paul
Price, jazz guitarist; Jeff
rey Michael, pianist and
Sharon Burau playing tra
ditional folk music.
The Downtown Sara
sota Spring Fling Craft
Fair spans Main Street to
Five Points Park. To get
there, take 1-75 to exit 39,
State Road 780/Fruitville
Road. Go west to High
way 301 make ar left, go
south for one block to
Main Street and make a
right.
For more information,
please call the Downtown
Association of Sarasota at
(941) 951-2656 or (813)
962-0388.

NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE
328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879

DESIGNS You Can Find These Products At These Locations: WAVEJi
Carla's Hair Affair

321-6802
Yogi's Ha!R Studio

BYDESIQN™

Artistic Hair Fashion

|

321-4840
A-Quun Beauty

328-1900
Angela's Hair Safari

323-4840
C & C HAIR DESfGN
447-3090

327-5241

If I had my life to live
over, I’d try to make more
mistakes next time. I
would relax. I would lim
ber up. I would be sillier
than I have been this trip. I
know of very few things I
would take seriously. I
would be crazier. I would
be less hygienic. I would
take more chances. I
would take more trips. I
would climb more moun
tains, swim more rivers
and watch more sunsets. I
would bum more gasoline.
I would eat more ice cream
and less beans. I would
have more actual troubles
and fewer imaginary ones.
You see, I am one of
those people who lives
prophylactically and sensi
bly and sanely, hour after
hour, day after day. Oh,
I’ve had my moments and,
if I had it to do over again,
I’d have more of them. In
fact, I’d try to have nothing
else. Just moments, and
after the other, instead of
living so many years ahead
each day.
I have been one of
those people who never go
anywhere without a ther
mometer, a hot water bot
tle, a gargle, a raincoat and
a parachute. If I had it to
do over again, I would go
places and do things and
travel lighter than I have.
If I had my life to live
over, I would start bare
footed earlier in the Spring
and stay that way later in
the Fall. I would play
hooky more. I wouldn’t
make such good grades
except by accident. I
would ride on more merrygo-rounds. I’d pick more
daisies.
ENJOYED DINNER
THEATRE
On Tuesday, March
12th, members of Travel
ers Fun Club motored by
chartered bus to the Ara
bian Knight Dinner Thea
tre in Kissimmee, FL.
Member Helen Shaw,
along with her guest, her
mother Florance Thomp
son, her sister Elouise
Thompson and a family
friend
Gwen
Foster,

ner and outing. Other club
members and guests also
attended the matinee.
*****
ATTEND BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION
On Friday, March 15 th,
Maudestine Bennett of
Prescott St. S. and her road
buddy Mary Francis Mack
of 21st St. S. motored by
car to Ft. Lauderdale for a
weekend of fun and all that
good stuff in observance of
her sister’s birthday on
March 16th. If all goes as
planned, they will return to
home turf March 18th.
*****
CONGRATS TO
Brittany Booze, elevenyear-old daughter of David
and Bridget Booze of Co
quina Key Apartments.
She was elected citizen of
the month in her 5th grade
class at Central Christian
School for the month of
March.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO YOU
Mack Rainey. Mack
joined the “Senior Citizens
Club” March 10th when he
turned “65”. It seems he
doesn’t know it, but he did
just that three years ago at
age 62. We hope your
birthday was happy, Mack.
A good guy in everybody’s
book is Mack.
ALSO BIRTHDAYING

On March 10th was
Cherrish Acnomartie who
turned 29 and holding and
Pat Landers whose birth
day was March llth. We
wish you all many happy
returns of the day.
REMEMBER
I am looking to receive
your news notes for inclu
sion in This ‘n That by
calling
727-823-6092.
OK?
A PARTING WORD
We should all be con
cerned about the future,
because we will have to
spend the rest Of our lives
there.
Until next write-around,
STAY LOOSE!

Ifarts
On March 01, 1927, Harry Belafonte
was born Belafonte is the son of
|
Caribbean-born immigrants, and
|
j became one of the most popular vocal- j
ists of the postwar era.
L-------------------------------------------------------------- -

Friendly Poets Sought
in Free Contest---------

Professional Hair Care Products
ESSENTIALS'-

DAISIES

Creative-N-Style

321-9322
Center Stage Unisex Salon

327-4074
Helen's Beauty Salon

327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

866-7070

447-4548

PROVO, UT - A
$1,000 grand prize is being
offered in a special reli
gious poetry contest spon
sored by Friendly Poets
Society, free to everyone.
There are 50 prizes in all,
totaling almost $5,000.
To enter, send one
poem of 21 lines or less to
Free Poetry Contest, 838
Wymount Ter., Provo, UT
84604 or enter online at
www.friendlypoets.com.

The deadline for entering
is April 6th.
Poems may be written
on any subject, using any
style, as long as there is a
spiritual inference. A typi
cal poem might be a love
poem or nature poem, one
that inspires.
Be sure your name and
address appears on the
page with your poem. A
winner’s list will be sent to
all entrants.

TAMP^AYAREA NEWS continue
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Tampa Bay's Business Image Gains
Nationally____ _____________________

BUSINESS
IN THE
BLACK

Perception study tracks region's improved ratings in several
key decision-making factors
by Frances Pinckney

Teaching; Honorable
Profession------ ---------“Delightful task, to rear
the tender thought... to
pour fresh instruction over
the mind,” a quote defining
teaching probably won’t
meet with agreement among teachers today, es
pecially those teaching in
the public school system.
My brother Bobby
Crawford, who lives in
California, has started a
new career in teaching af
ter spending many years in
a career of Computer En
gineering. He worked in
management for a long
time in an electronics man
ufacturing company and
traveled to Japan frequent
ly brainstorming new prod
uct ideas with top notch
engineers. A few years ago,
he bade good-by to his high
tech, high stress job and
started a consulting busi
ness with a friend and settle
into teaching Adult Educa
tion part-time. Recently he
made application for sub
stitute teaching and found
himself teaching Sth grade
at a public school with op
tions for a permanent job.
“There is a huge effort for
recruitment of teachers in
California with emphasis
on hiring more black male
teachers,” he said.
So brother Bob has
traded off the calculated
commands of the computer
world for the cunning
demands of 8th graders. He
taught this class for two
weeks before he realized
that he had very little time
to teach due to rampant
behavior
problems.
“Matter of fact,” he said, “I
was spending most of my
time trying to curb bad-no,
outrageous-behavior and
trying to maintain order in
the classroom.” He found
out right away that trying
to teach these students was
not by any means a “de
lightful task”. It was a task,
though, and how, and by
the time he finished writing
referrals to the Principal’s
office during those two
weeks, the pile of referral
forms had dwindled down
to a very few. “The princi
pal took me aside and said
seriously, “Mr. Crawford,
you can’t continue to send
so many students to my
office.” Bob queried,
“Then what shall I do?” He
said the principal gave
some suggestions which
he’d tried already without
any positive results. So
Bob decided to step away
from this honorable profes
sion for awhile. No, he’s
not a quitter. He sought and
a found mentor, a black
teacher/principal who has
worked in the public
school systems for years
and found his niche in the
business of teaching. Bob
is determined to find his
way in meeting the chal
lenge of teaching with his
mentor’s guidance.
Just a few years ago,
my brother was very hands
on with his daughter
Kamilah’s education. I
recall visiting him when
she was in second grade.

He was concerned about
her level of reading. Along
the freeway or wherever he
was driving, she had to
read billboards. On one
occasion, she went along
with his eagerness and
enthusiasm as he pointed to
various advertisements for
awhile and then an
nounced, “Dad, that’s itreading class is over.” His
little girl, all grown up
now, graduated from the
University of Michigan
with honors in December
2001. She is preparing for
graduate school now.
Teachers at her school from
first through twelfth grade
appreciated parents such as
Bob. He volunteered at her
schools to tutor and assist
with various activities and
donated a few computers
here and there. Bob feels
that parents should be more
involved in their children’s
education at school and at
home. Home-based struc
ture and discipline with
children of all ages could
surely improve the chaotic
and hostile environment in
some of our public schools
today.
We laughed and won
dered how some of today’s
students would react to our
middle school principal.
She was the strap-toting
general, and we were the
trainees, and she let us
know without a doubt that
the only person who would
do combat at this school
was herself. She was an
outstanding teacher also.
She taught math and assist
ed with music class. Many
of the students from the
rural area did not know the
National Anthem. Within a
month’s time of being in
that school, every student
learned all of the verses of
the National Anthem and
the Negro National An
them. We participated in
plays (all of my younger
sisters) and declamation
(oratorical) contests.
I recall a very meanspirited boy boasting about
carrying a pocket knife.
When the principal found
out about it, she took him
to her office, which was in
my 9th grade homeroom.
He refused to give her the
knife. She threw him down
and took the knife and sent
him home. When he re
turned, he had a new atti
tude. Yes, indeed, Eunice
Spencer was the “Joe
Clark” of her era in terms
of maintaining discipline
and order at her school.
Bob attended Gibbs
High and graduated here in
St. Petersburg when he
came to live with a sister
after our mother died. “I
had some outstanding
teachers there,” he said.
Mr. Seay was one of his
favorites. I think that those
outstanding teachers such
as Mr. Seay, Ms. Spencer,
Ms. O.B. McLin, Yvonne
Reed and many others
found/finds teaching a de
lightful task. In time, I
think Mr. Crawford will,
too.

Tampa Bay's image as a
vibrant business communi
ty in the eyes of corporate
decision-makers through
out the U.S. has dramati
cally improved, according
to a new image perception
study being released today.
The research was jointly
commissioned by the Tam
pa Bay Partnership, the
region's economic devel
opment marketing organi
zation, and the Greater
Tampa Chamber of Com
merce's Committee of One
Hundred, the economic de
velopment group for the
cities of Tampa, Plant City
and Temple Terrace as well
as Hillsborough County.
Extensive telephone in
terviews were conducted
with 300 national compa
nies in five key industry
clusters: finance and infor
mation; biotech and life
sciences; avionics; micro
electronics; and port and
maritime, as well as 50
Tampa Bay area compa
nies and 20 relocation con
sultants.
The study indicates that
perceptions of Tampa Bay
are markedly more favor
able, particularly in what
companies consider four
primary criteria when they
consider relocation or ex
pansion:
• Quality of workforce
• Cost of living
• Number of companies
in their industry (a "clus
ter")
• Number of employers
who hire employees with
similar technical skills and
educational backgrounds.
Marketing efforts are
paying off
As confirmation that the
region's marketing of itself
over the last six years is
making a difference, com
panies in New York, Chi
cago, Boston, Atlanta, and
Washington,
D.C./Northem Virginia tended to
rate Tampa Bay even high
er than companies else
where. These are metro
areas where the Tampa
Bay Partnership has fo
cused its marketing and
advertising efforts.
Compared to 1998,
when a benchmark study
was done by the same re
search firm, Market En
hancement Group, Inc.,
Tampa Bay's rankings
showed improvement across the board in 18 of 21
decision-making criteria.
Besides the four criteria
mentioned above, factors
also getting higher ratings
are: average salaries, qual-
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ity of public education,
property taxes, quick gov
ernment permitting, cost of
construction, state or local
income taxes, weather,
cost of utilities, colleges
and universities, access to
international airports, ac
cess to ports, beaches, air
quality, and cultural activi
ties.
Factors whose ratings
declined are Tampa Bay's
cost of housing and traffic
congestion. Perception of
the region's crime rate reg
istered the same.
"It's very rewarding to
see the recognition that
Tampa Bay is getting, par
ticularly when it comes to
having the kind of higher
skilled workforce that
these industries require.
Workforce development
continues to be an impor
tant initiative for us," said
Stuart L. Rogel, president
and chief executive officer
of the Tampa Bay Part
nership. "It's also impor
tant to note that the re
gion's traffic picture is per
ceived not quite as positive
as it was four years ago.
This is why transportation
improvements and funding
are such a key priority for
the Partnership and the
Committee of One Hun
dred as well."
Attracting, growing, and
retaining similar compa
nies
The "cluster" effect of
companies in the same
industry registered a strong
20 percent gain in impor
tance for survey respon-

dents. This strategy allows
companies to take advan
tage of vendor supply
chains, similar support
services, and common
labor pools.
The top clusters to tar
get for the Tampa Bay re
gion are finance and infor
mation, biotech and med
ical, and port and maritime
services. The finance and
biotech officials indicate
they are more likely to
relocate or open a new
office in the next 12
months, at 17 and 16 per
cent, respectively. Other
companies considering a
move or establishing a new
facility mentioned Tampa
Bay 7 percent more than in
1998.
"We are pleased this
study validates our long
term strategy of building
clusters,"
said
Kim
Scheeler, president of the
Greater Tampa Chamber of
Commerce. "Even more
importantly, though, we
now have valuable insights
to further hone our efforts
in additional target sectors
to continue to build on the
local diversification of our
economy,
which
has
served us so well."
Business outside the
market tend to rate Tampa
Bay slightly higher than
companies located in the
region on 13 of 21 deci
sion-making criteria, ac
cording to the survey
results. "Our own compa
nies give us strong scores
but we get even higher
marks from those compa-
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nies outside the region the difference between a
B+ and an A- in most
instances," Rogel said. To
ensure that local compa
nies receive the same mes
sage about the region's
business strengths, the
Tampa Bay Partnership
and its economic develop
ment partners, including
the Committee of One
Hundred, plan to launch an
in-region marketing effort
in the next couple of
months.
Other survey findings
showed that there is a sig
nificant link between tour
ism ahd relocation deci
sions, with nearly threequarters of company exec
utives saying that personal
experiences such as vaca
tions and golf trips influ
ence where they are con
sidering establishing oper
ations.
The Tampa Bay Part
nership is a CEO-led re
gional economic develop
ment organization that
works with its partners to
market the region national
ly and internationally, to
conduct regional research,
and to coordinate efforts to
influence business and
government issues that
impact economic growth
and development.
The
Partnership covers seven
counties: Hernando, Hills
borough, Manatee, Pasco, •
Pinellas, Polk, and Sara
sota.
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Bettye Burnett-Scott, R.N., M.S.
Project Coordinator

Representatives of
the (Pinellas County (Extension
Services will beproviding
information on the WBC’s of
Iff Canting. Come on out and be sure
*to bring family andfriends to (earn
all about the gardening of healthy
foods to pCanting your own spices,
herbs and vegetables.
The discussion will include the
when and where ofplanting
your own personal garden from
the backyard to the windows in
your kitchen. Tree plants, herbs,
and vegetable seeds will be given
to all of those who attend.
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in exchange for free ad
space or only a reduced
budget allocation is avail
able, then we find our
selves competing against
each other. Many times the
competition leads to the
opportunity being a budg
etary loss, rather than a
gain. You'll do it to get the
recognition but it’s been
bidden down so low,
there’s no profit margin
left.
As a minority busi
nessperson, you never
really get to be in business
for the sake of business,
which would mean focus
ing all your time and talent
on meeting the customer’s
need. Instead, you have to
unfortunately deal with
being the latest minority
flavor of the week, when
what you thought was
being presented was the
beginning of a long-term
business
relationship.
These crumbs of opportu
nity are supposed to be the
basis for you to become a
self-sustaining viable busi
ness in our community.
The fallacy of this is evi
dent by the current state of
economic impoverishment
in our community. We can
not sustain ourselves when
90% of the community is
residential and the majori
ty of the economic expen
ditures are outside of the
residential base. Oppor
tunity for business pursuits
must become long-term
and
substantial.
You
should not have to glean
opportunity from a racebased position. Real busi
ness is repeat opportunity not feigned symbolism.
(The views expressed
by
The
Challenger
columnists are not neces
sarily the views of The
Weekly Challenger news
paper - Janet Atwater
has a BA in English
Literature from USF and
has taught reading for
three years at SPC. She is
co-owner for the past
twenty-five years of
American Sunday Plate
Catering. She can be
reached by email at jmatwate@hotmail.com.)
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On February 28, 1932, it was recorded
that Richard Spikes invented
the automatic gear shift.
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Sponsored by the Pinellas County Health Department
Office of Minority Health.

My friend, Darryl Rou
son, was recently quoted
as having said that sepa
ratist economics (my term,
not his) is "more often dis
guised in the appearance of
opportunity". I’m not sure
if he even realizes the ac
curacy of his statement.
Many African-American
businesses do not get the
opportunity to bask in the
glory days of companies
like Enron, because of golf
course wheeling and deal
ing that still excludes
many dealmakers of nonCaucasian heritage. If oth
ers are like me, I get so
excited when the big com
panies come calling, I fig
ure here's my chance to
get their attention and hold
it. What others and I don’t
know until usually after
the deal is closed, is that
they have come to you
with their own secret agen
da. Usually it starts with,
"Our budget for this event
or project is less than what
we’ve had in previous
years and we really need to
get it done for this amount." Well, that amount
is less than what you con
tracted a project for 10
years prior!
Worst than the secret
budget agenda is the way
many larger companies
systematically lump Afri
can-American, businesses
into the primary classifica
tion of only serving Afri
can-American clients or
race-bdsed events. While it
may seem laudable, it
undermines the purpose of
a business owner, which it
to serve any client that is
willing to pay for the serv
ices offered. To come call
ing during African-Ameri
can history month and then
not offer a business any
other opportunity the other
337 days of the year is not
true capitalism and dis
misses the quality of prod
ucts and services many
African-American busi
nesses in this community
can offer. When dollars are
freely flowing and abun
dant, many African-Amer
ican companies never get a
call, but when a donation

I!

advantage.
-- George

by Janet M. Atwater
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Columnist to Speak—
ST. PETERSBURG On Tuesday, March 19, St.
Petersburg Times colum
nist Elijah Gossier, who
has been a longtime voice
for social justice and
improved race relations,
will be the featured speak
er at the fourth in a series
of cross-race conversations
to be held at The Poynter
Institute, 801 Third Street
South.
Gossier, who has been
writing since his Army
days, will lead the 90minute discussion begin
ning at 8 p.m. He will

speak on the topic "White
Lies (and some black ones,
too)."
Following
his
remarks, audience mem
bers will hold small,
round-table discussions,
then return for closing
remarks from the speaker.
The event is part of the
"Talking Across Race"
series, an outgrowth of a
seven-year-old discussion
group based at St. Joseph's
Catholic Church in South
St. Petersburg. The discus
sion is free and open to the
public.

TAMP^A^RE^JEW^ontinues
A Joint Announcement Between Two St. Petersburgs
ST. PETERSBURG At the National Press Club
held recently in Washing
ton, D.C., Mayor Rick
Baker of St. Petersburg,
Florida and Governor
Vladimir Yakovlev of St.
Petersburg, Russia made a
joint announcement that in
the year 2003, they will
jointly celebrate and com
memorate St. Petersburg,
Florida's centennial as an
incorporated city, and St.
Petersburg, Russia's tri
centennial.
It was June 6, 1903 that
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jEssaylby Lealman Intermediate 6th- grader, Brittany Taylor
Finding The Perfect Best Friend
The memorable event that would change my life forever
would be when I went to find the perfect best friend. It seems
when you are looking for something or someone they are usu
ally in front of you. I looked first at school, and then at home. I
ended up at my grandma’s house.
I first looked at school, in my classes, and on the play
ground. All the people that I found were mean, selfish, talked
about others behind their backs, and didn’t care about my and
other’s feelings. So I knew school was not the place. Then I
began to look at home, but still didn’t know where the perfect
best friend could be found for me. Then I began to look at my
grandma’s house. While my grandma was on the phone, I
looked at her and she smiled back at me softly. All of a sudden
an angel touched me and said, "this is the perfect best friend
that you could ever have." She cares about me and she doesn’t
care about what others say about me. My grandma cares about
my feelings, the way I look and who I am inside. She loves me
for me, not what I can do. When you are looking for someone
sometimes they are right in front of you. I have found my
encourager, my supporter, my friend, my grandma.
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Virtual Library Grand Opening
at Wildwood —----------- -------- ——
with other community
members, for the ribbon
cutting ceremony.
The area’s largest re
creation center has even
more to offer with this
on March 20th at 4:30 p.m.
i;; Join St. Petersburg?®I state-of-the-art library ac
Mayor Rick Baker, along cess.

ST. PETERSBURG Wildwood
Recreation
Center, 1000 28th St. S.,
has a brand new virtual
library lab grand opening

This is being sponsored
by the City of St. Peters
burg Library and Re
creation
Departments.
Refreshments will be
served.
' For more information,
cajfolMW'

The St. Petersburg Branch
NAACP to Host the State
Meeting------------- -------———ST. PETERSBURG The St. Petersburg branch
NAACP will host the State
Meeting, March 16th-17th.
Elder Martin Rainey is
chairperson for this meet
ing.
Friday night worship
service will be held at
McCabe United Methodist
Church, 2800 26th Ave. S.

Saturday, March 16th,
there will be a State
Executive Board Meeting
at the Hilton Hotel down
town St. Petersburg from 9
a.m. until 6 p.m.
For information and
registration, contact Elder
Martin Rainey at 727-8987315 or 727-866-2589.

Rev. Louis Murphy, Pastor
of Mt. Zion Progressive,
will be the guest preacher.
The service will begin at 7
p.m.
We are extending an
invitation for the entire St.
Petersburg community to
come out and share in this
worship experience with
us.

Your Ad Could 8c Here!
Call Tlje Weekly Challenger at 822-8996 apd
ask for details!

QUICK
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Accounting
&Tax
Service
WANT YOUR MONEY
IN AS LITTLE AS 24
HOURS?
ASK ABOUT:

• A TAX
REFUND LOAN
• REFUND

-OfferingFAST REFUND -24 HOURS

St. Petersburg, Florida, was
incorporated as a city; but
the ties to St. Petersburg,
Russia go back more than a
hundred years ago. An aris
tocrat from St. Petersburg,
Russia, by the name of
Peter Dementyev (later
shortened to Demens) is
credited with being the
Florida city's co-founder
after he built the first rail
road line to come to St.
Petersburg, Florida * the
Orange Belt Railroad
which arrived in 1888.
Similarities between the

other fields traveling be
tween the two countries.
The cities also intend to
work toward a relationship
of some special status to be
established in 2003. The
official celebrations would
be kicked off as both com
munities host New Year's
Eve celebrations in 2002.
In Florida, Mayor Rick
Baker plans to incorporate
ongoing events such as
First Night, the debut of the
Grand Prix of St. Peters
burg in February, 2003, the
annual Festival of States

springtime celebration, the
SPIFFS International Folk
Fair and Sail Expo St.
Petersburg into the official
centennial
observation,
with additional activities
filling out
a year-round
calendar to mark the occa
sion.
Anyone wishing to vol
unteer or participate in St.
Petersburg, Florida's 100th
anniversary
celebration
should contact the Market
ing Department at 727893-7465.

Pinellas County Supervisor Of Elections
Announces Countywide Displays Of New
Sequoia Touch-Screen Voting Machines
From March 7 To March 22-----------------—
CLEARWATER- As
part of Pinellas County’s
ongoing Voter Education
Program, Supervisor of
Elections Deborah Clark
announced several dates
and locations where the
county’s new Sequoia
touch-screen voting ma
chines will be displayed to
the public.
The touch-screen ma
chines were used officially
for the first time in the
March 12 Clearwater mu
nicipal election. For this election, a demo touch
screen machine was set up
at every Clearwater voting
precinct. This allowed vot
ers to test the machines
before they go into the
polls to officially cast their
ballots.
Also, on March 12, the
cities of Belleair Beach,
Belleair Bluffs, Indian
Rocks Beach, Kenneth
City, Redington Beach,
Safety Harbor, and St. Pete
Beach held municipal elec
tions using the punch card
voting machines. At the
same time, a demo touch
screen machine was set up
at every polling place in
these cities to give voters
an opportunity to try out
these new touch-screen
machines.
More events scheduled
thus far are:
Clearwater
• Ongoing through
March 18, weekdays, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., Clearwater
City
Clerk’s
Office,
Clearwater City Hall, 112
South Osceola Avenue,
Clearwater
• March 16, 3 p.m. to 6
p.m., Uno Festival, Coach
man Park, Clearwater
• March 19, Noon to 1
p.m., Irish Rovers, Ruth
Eckerd Hall, 1111 Mc
Mullen Booth Road, Clear
water

• March 19, 5 p.m. to 7
p.m, Coachman Funda
mental Middle School PTA
Meeting & Dinner, 2235
Northeast
Coachman,
Clearwater
• March 20, 6 p.m. to 7
p.m., Senior Star Talent
Show, Ruth Eckerd Hall,
1111 McMullen Booth
Road, Clearwater
Dunedin
• March 21,9 a.m. to 10
a.m., Forest Park Condo
Association, Clubhouse,
2113 Elm Street,
Dunedin
Gulfport
• March 19, Noon to 4
p.m., Stetson Law School,
1401 61st Street South,
Main Building, across from
Library, Gulfport
•March 22, 10 a.m. to 1
p.m., Health Fair, Gulfport
Senior Center, 5501 27th
Avenue South, Gulfport
Largo
• March 15,3:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m., Honeywell and
the Minnreg Building Vet
erans Association, Minnreg
Building, 6340 126th Ave
nue North, Largo (Open to
public 3:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m.)
• March 19, 10:15 a.m.,
Lakeview of Largo Mobile
Home, 14130 Rosemary
Lane, Largo
• March 20,9 a.m. to 11
a.m., Palms of Largo, 200
Lake Avenue Northeast,
Largo
• March 21, 7 p.m. to 8
p.m., Pinellas County
Council of PTA, Pinellas
County School Board Ad
ministration Building, 301
4th Street SW, Largo

Palm Harbor
• March 21, 7 p.m. to 9
p.m., North Pinellas Re
publican Club, Palm Har
bor Library, 2330 Nebraska
Avenue, Palm Harbor
Pasadena
• March 13,1:30 p.m. to
2:30 p.m., South Pasadena
Civic Association, City
Hall, 7047 Sunset Drive
South, South Pasadena
• March 20, 7 p.m. to 9
p.m., Haborside Condomi
nium Association, Harborside Clubhouse, 7911
Sailboat Key, South Pasa
dena
Pinellas Park
• March 16,10 a.m. to 5
p.m., Country in the Park at
the England Brothers Band
Shell, Town Square Plaza,
5121 80th Avenue North,
Pinellas Park
• March 21, 7 to 8:30
p.m., Goodwill Suncoast
Freedom Village I, 7700
66th Street North, Com
munity Room, Pinellas
Park
Seminole
• March 9, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., City of Seminole
Pow Wow Festival, Semi
nole Recreation Center,
9100
113th
Street,
Seminole
• March 18,7:30 p.m. to
9 p.m., Bay Ridge Terrace
Civic Association; Semi
nole United Methodist
Church Fellowship Hall,
5400 Seminole Boulevard,
Seminole
St. Petersburg
• March 9, 10 a.m. to 8
p.m., SPIFFS International

Folk Fair, Bayfront Center,
400 lst Street South, St.
Petersburg
• March 13, 1 p.m. to 3
p.m., Eckerd College, 4200
54th Avenue South, Fox
Hall, Raymond James
Room, St. Petersburg
• March 14, 10 a.m. to
11 a.m., Five Towns Ter
race Park/Health & Com
munity Service Fair, Mag
nolia Suncenter, Main Card
Room, 8000 54th Avenue
North, St. Petersburg
• March 14, 1 p.m. to 3
p.m., St. Andrew’s Wom
en’s Group, St. Andrew’s
Lutheran Church, Fellow
ship Hall, 1901 62nd
Avenue South, St. Peters
burg
• March 16,10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Spring Festival, Sci
ence Center of Pinellas
County, 7701 22nd Avenue
North, St. Petersburg
• March 19, Noon to 4
p.m., Stetson Law School,
1401 61st Street South,
Main Building across from
Library, St. Petersburg
• March 20, 7 p.m. to 9
p.m., Council of Neighbor
hood Associations, St.
Petersburg Main Library,
Auditorium, 3745 9th
Avenue North, St. Peters
burg
Tarpon Springs
• March 13, 11 a.m. to
noon, Retired Officers
Association, Mid-Florida
Gulf Coast Chapter, Pappa’s Restaurant, #10 West
Dodecanese Boulevard,
Tarpon Springs (Open to
public between 11 a.m. and
noon)
Additionally, the new
touch-screen voting ma
chines will be displayed to

the public on an ongoing
basis at all three offices of
the Pinellas County Super
visor of Elections. This
includes the Elections Ser
vices Center at 14255 49th
Street North, Suite 202,
Clearwater; the Pinellas
County Courthouse, 315
Court Street, Clearwater;
and the Pinellas County
Building, 501 First Avenue
North (5th Street North
entrance), St. Petersburg.
These offices are open
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
In the coming days, and
weeks, the Supervisor of
Elections Office will be
announcing
additional
dates and locations where
the new voting machines
will be displayed. Anyone
interested in scheduling a
demonstration of the ,ne\y .
voting machines should
contact Julie Kelsey or
Virginia Stewart at (727)
464-6110.
Other Pinellas County
municipalities that are
holding elections in March
will continue to use the
county’s punch-card voting
machines, which will be
subsequently retired. The
touch-screen machines will
be used countywide for the
first time in the September
10, 2002, primary election.
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Palm Harbor
• March 14, 11 a.m.,
Pine Ridge of Palm Harbor
Association Meeting; 1750
Pine Ridge Way West,

ELECTRONIC FILING - 3 - 4 Weeks

PHONE: 894-0511

two St. Petersburgs also
include their shared dedica
tion to the arts and muse
ums, their waterfront geo
graphical locations, and
noted beauty.
Now, on the threshold
of these two significant
civic celebrations, the two
leaders envisioned today a
celebration in each com
munity that would include
an exchange of delegations
with representatives of arts
and culture, education, in
dustry,
social services,
health care, sports, and
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WOMAN’S WORLD
A Celebration of Sisterhood
. Meet a very special young woman, Felicia T. Scott, whose stun
ning collection of prose, poetry and essays, From My Window:
Relevant Expressions of an Ordinary Woman has just been released
by Isaki Communications, a new African-American small press. Dr.
Myles Munroe, author of Understanding Your Potential, calls
Scott s work, "a masterpiece of poetry and prose genius...Her
graphic descriptions, cultural anecdotes and depiction of familiar
human experiences buried within each page evoke a variety of emo
tional experiences within the reader." Two selections from the book
are excerpted below.
While her powerful literary voice has been compared to Maya
Angelou’s work and the writings of Iyanla Vanzant, Felicia T. Scott
has her own unique voice. It is one that all women can identify with,
and her words echo in the reader’s heart and mind long after the
pages of her book have been closed. She gently encourages and
inspires others to follow their dreams and assert their right to live an
extraordinary life! She invites readers to "come and see life from my
window" with the hopes that the reader will find the view from their
window forever changed.
by Felicia T. Scott
Author of From My
Window: Relevant Expres
sions of an Ordinary
Woman (Isaki)
SISTER FRIENDS
When going through
life’s ups and downs, noth
ing compares to the com
panionship of a "sisterfriend". She is the girl
friend you can call in the
midnight hours, and she
talks to you as if it’s the
most natural thing in the
world to carry on a conver
sation at three o’clock in
the morning. When you tell
her your secrets, you don’t
have to worry about them
circling amongst your clos
est friends. She guards your
frailties as if they were her
own. She’s the one you
split the pint of ice-cream
with so you only get half
the fat, and even though hef
Saturday nights are filled
with Good Times re-runs,
she is more than willing to
let you drone on and on
about the new man in your
life. Most importantly, girl
friend knows you! She
knows how you sound
when something is on your
mind and she is not fazed
by your quirky moods. If

you have found a friend
like this hold pn to her,
because she is a precious
resource.
While relationships be
tween women can be spiri
tually enriching and satis
fying, when women don’t
get along the "cattiness"
can be devastating. Some
women don’t know how to
bond and spend their lives
competing with others.
Some still have not learned
to support each other with
out feeling intimidated!
Instead they derive their
feelings of esteem from
comparing themselves with
others. Some people aren’t
happy unless they drive the
nicest car, make the most
money, or everyone thinks
they’re the best. True suc
cess cannot be measured by
comparing

yourself

to

someone else’s standards,
but can only be experi
enced by pushing yourself
to reach your personal best.
Have you ever watched a
poised woman pass a group
of friends, and as she walks
by you hear one of them
whisper, "Oh, she thinks
she’s so cute!" I ask you,
what is she supposed to
think about herself? Why

Work It Girl, You Go!
Unashamed of who you are
Not afraid to let others know
Your hopes, dreams and desires
You work it girl! You go!
You hold your head up high
While refusing to put other’s down
You’re too busy pursuing destiny
To spread the next girl’s business around town.
So secure in God’s love
That you can let me be myself
So joyful in your purpose,
You’re not afraid to help someone else.
You think you’re all that
And you think th^t I am too
You’re a woman who’s defined herself,
Baby, I’m scared of you!
Not afraid to be lace and satin,
But facing life with determination of steel.
Your words flow with strength and wisdom,
You go girl! Keep it real!
Some don’t understand you,
Because they don’t understand themselves.
But you don’t let that bother you Self-contentment is your wealth.
Reaching for all you’ve ever dreamed of
What killed others made you grow.
I’m filled with pride each time I see you,
You work it girl! You go!

should she feel bad about
being who she is? If she’s
not putting anyone down,
what’s the problem?
The real problem is not
the sister. The problem lie
in others own perceptions
of themselves. Insecure
people aren’t happy with
themselves, so they find
contented people to be in
timidating. This sense of
inferiority often manifests
in the form of backbiting,
down talking and slander.
A secure woman knows
how to love herself and
others. She is not afraid to
look in the mirror and com
pliment herself. She does
n’t wait for someone else’s
validation, because she
knows that placing your
worth in another person’s
opinion of you puts you in
the position to become their
victim.
You must learn to
praise yourself so that
when somebody else gets
recognition you don’t think
they are stealing something
from you.
Insecurity in someone
else’s success is a sure
sign that you still don’t
know who you are.

WE
WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Send Your
Letters to:
The Weekly
Challenger
2500 M.L,
King St. S.
St.
Petersburg,
FL 33705

ICFTU and AFL-CIO Launch
Three-Year Campaign to Help
Women Worldwide Organize
WASHINGTON, D.C.
The
International
Confederation of Free
Trade Unions (ICFTU), the
AFL-CIO and the Coa
lition of Labor Union
Women (CLUW) have
launched an unprecedented
global campaign to help
women organize under the
slogan "Unions for Wo
men, Women for Unions."
The campaign’s long-term
goal is to double the num
ber of women members
and to improve working
conditions for women in
the trade union movement.
The drive to attract more
women to the movement is
based largely on the results
of the 2001 "Ask a
Working Woman" survey
sponsored by the ICFTU
Women’s Committee.
The campaign, which
began one day prior to
International Women’s Day
(March 8th), will con
tribute significantly to the
labor movement’s efforts to
achieve genuine equality
between men and women
at every level. According to
the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, in 2001, the
number of women who are
union members is at an all
time high of 6.77 million.
Union membership in
creased by 93,000 among
all women and 42,000
more Hispanic women
were union members in
2001 than in the year
before.
Women make up near
ly 42 percent of the labor
movement worldwide and
unions continue to step up
organizing campaigns for
women workers. For ex
ample, the South African
Domestic Service and
Allied Workers Union
(SADSAWU)
recently
organized thousands of
domestic workers, majority
of whom are women, who
are determined to build a
strong union.
Between 1997 and
2001, . 425,000 women
joined the U.S. labor
movement. According to
research by Kate Bronfenbrenner of Cornell Uni

versity, women have out
paced men as new mem
bers of unions for the last
20 years, and workplaces
with a majority of women
workers are more likely to
win organizing campaigns.
"In order to attract even
more women to the labor
movement, it is crucial that
we break down the barriers
which prevent them from
joining unions and change
the perception that trade
unions are not doing
enough to meet their
needs," said Nancy Riche,
chair of the ICFTU
Women’s Committee.
The ICFTU and the
International Trade Sec
retariats, united under the
banner of "Global Unions,"
are calling all their affili
ates to reinforce their ac
tivities to help women or
ganize under the slogan,
"Unions
for
women,
Women for Unions."
Around the country,
union leaders are success
fully helping women work
ers organize in various pro
fessions. In Milwaukee, the
Service Employees In
ternational Union (SEIU)
organized two home health
agencies last year totaling
about 1400 workers. The
union has a long-term goal
of helping to organize
10,000 home health care
workers in the state. And in
Kentucky, the majority of
4,000 clerical, technical
and paraprofessional work
ers employed by the state
voted for a voice on the job
last month with the Auto
mobile, Aerospace &
Agricultural Implement
Workers of America In
ternational Union (UAW).
"We want a seat at the table
when it’s time to talk about
our wages, our pensions
and our health care and
now we’ve got it," said
Betty Collingsworth, a sec
retary in the Kentucky
Department of Corrections
in Paintsburg.
In the 2001 "Ask A
Working Women Survey
(AAWW)," undertaken by
the ICFTU Women’s Com
mittee, women listed five

reasons why they do not
consider joining trade
unions:
• They don’t under
stand how unions can help
them.
• They don’t have the
time due to family respon
sibilities.
• Nobody has made
contact with them.
• They have a negative
image of trade unions.
• Trade unions do not
cater to their needs.
But other AAWW Sur
veys show that women
believe in working together
to solve problems on the
job. In the 1997 survey,
eight out of 10 women said
the best way to solve prob
lems in the workplace is to
"join together and work as
a group" rather than to
"work separately as indi
viduals." Seventy-five per
cent view unions as an
important institution to act
on women’s issues. The
2000 AAWW survey
showed more than eight in
ten say they want the back
ing of an organization that
listens, to their concerns
and gets results.
The results of the "Ask
a Working Woman Survey
2002" will be released in
May. The ICFTU adopted
the successful U.S. survey
and used it as an interna
tional tool.
Due to an increasing

number of women in the
workplace, the campaign
will respond to the needs of
young women, migrant
women and women from
ethnic minorities to sub
stantially boost the number
of women trade union
activists and women at the
decision-making level and
in leadership positions.
The AFL-CIO repre
sents 13 million workers,
including 5.5 million
women, and is the largest
union federation in the
United States. The ICFTU
represents 157 million
workers in 225 affiliated
organizations and territo
ries and is a member of
Global Unions.

Women’s
Business Start Up
TAMPA - Do you have
questions about starting
your own business? The
library has the answers!
Women-owned businesses
account for 9.1 million
businesses that employ
27.5 million people in the
United States and con
tribute $3.6 trillion to the
economy. Yet, even with
these astounding statistics,
challenges remain for
women in the world of
business, according to the
SBA’s Online Women’s
Business Center.
Whether male, female
or a minority, join us to dis
cover library resources and
online databases that will
help you start, grow and
finance a business on
Saturday, March 23rd,

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the auditorium at the John
F. Germany Public Library,
900 N. Ashley Drive. Pick
up business development
tips from a panel of experts
representing area agencies
such as TEDCO (Tampa
Bay Economic Develop
ment Corp.), SCORE
(Service Corps of Retired
Executives) and Hillsbor
ough County’s Small Busi
ness Information Center.
We will share literature
that demystifies the proc
ess of beginning a business
and introduce you to librar
ians and other contacts that
can help you find solutions
and save money.
For more information
on this free program, call
273-3652, ext. 5.

USF Events for March
TAMPA - The follow
ing events will take place
at the University of South
Florida during March. This
listing does not include the
university’s academic cal
endar, which can be ob
tained by calling (813)
974-2000. Unless other
wise indicated, all events
are free and open to the
public. For clarification
about any event, call (813)
974-4014.
March 19th:
Assertiveness and SelfEsteem for Women. Par

portunities, 6 p.m., USF
Engineering Building II,
Room 109. For more infor
mation, contact Svetlana
Stoyanova at (813) 9871347.
Florida Divorce Law.
Participants in this free
workshop for USF faculty
and staff will learn basic
procedural and financial
aspects of divorce, includ
ing protection, use an divi
sion of assets and debts,
noon to 2 p.m., Student
Services building, Room

ticipants in this free, inter

of child support and cus

active -workshop .for USF-

tody,-including

faculty and staff will exam
ine nonverbal behavior,
learn to create a positive
belief system and utilize
assertiveness skills through
role-playing
exercises,
noon to 2 p.m., Student
Services building, Room
2126. Limited to 15 partic
ipants. Advance registra
tion is required. Register
online
at
http://usf
web.usf.edu/eap.
March 21st:
Ninth Annual Women
in Engineering Forum. A
forum for discussion of
professional issues, provid
ing role models for stu
dents and networking op

with standard and nonstan
dard visitation processes,
will also be presented.
Advance registration is
required. Register online at
http://usfweb.usf.edu/eap.
March 23rd:
Well-Women
Care
Workshop.
Participants
will work with trained
health care practitioner
Megan Graham to learn
how to give and receive
woman-friendly
health
care, 6 p.m., Sudakoff
Center at USF SarasotaManatee. For information,
contact Margie Stieren,
(941) 360-2458.

2126. The various aspects
dealing

SUPPORT THE BLACK PRESS

Millennium Black Woman
Young black woman
Respect yourself.
If you lose that
Then what is left?
Strong are your loins,
Sweet is your breast.
God is calling.

Gan you stand the test?
Through your womb
Humanity came.
History proves
That you bore the pain.
Demand respect
As you go to and fro.

Let no man demean you
Or make you too slow.
What we need
Are good strong homes.
Where love is taught
Where peace belongs.
You are precious

This I know.
Be all you can be.
Don’t put on a show.
Let no man or woman
Lead you astray.
Walk and straight and narrow

From day to day.
God will reward you.
He promises this.
Keep the faith.
Dispel the myths.
Mary McNair-Nelson 2002

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
■ Vision Nutrition Therapy

presents:

Confidence Building
for Pre-Teen & Teenage Girls
March 16,2002
The St. Petersburg Hilton
333 lst. Avenue South

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"

We accept or match most
lnsurance Vision Care plans.

This is a one day seminar for pre-teens and teenage girls
currently in the 6th through 12th grade. The time is here to
help our young women cope with peer pressure, drugs, I
health, grades, and much more.

\

L’ /

Pre-registration is required.

ALL ARTICLES SUBMITTED MUST
BE TYPEWRITTEN

2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

321-6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

Call: 727-430-2574 I

www.etiauetteplace.org

\;
<
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STATE NEWS
First Lady Columbia Bush Awards
Scholarships To Outstanding Students
In The Arts-------------------------------------------TALLAHASSEE Through Florida's First
Lady's Arts Recognition
Program, First Lady
Columbia Bush awarded
24 students scholarships
of excellence in student
achievement in the arts.
The scholarships were
presented during a recep
tion at the Governor's
Mansion this evening.
In collaboration with
Arts for a Complete
Education/Florida Alli
ance for Arts Education
(ACE/FAAE), the First
Lady has awarded 24 art
scholarships for $1,000 to
students in visual arts,
music, dance and theatre
since 2000. The Arts Rec
ognition Program recog
nizes students from six
regions of the state identi
fied by the Department of
Education. The students
must use the scholarships
for higher education in an
art form.
"Through the arts, our
young people learn basic
values that will serve
them well throughout
their entire lives," Mrs.

Bush said. "These values
will keep them focused on
discipline, creativity and
self reliance and prevent
them from falling into the
temptations that face so
many of our youth today."
In an effort to pro
mote awareness of best
practices in art education,
the First Lady visits at
least two school arts edu
cation programs a month.
To date, the First Lady has
visited 25 of Florida's 67
counties, school art pro
grams. These programs
exhibit excellence in
teaching, program com
prehensiveness and quali
ty, studeiit achievement,
inclusion of students with
disabilities, school site
administrative support
and community involve
ment.
"Florida's First Lady,
Mrs. Columbia Bush, is
establishing a national
model on behalf of arts
education opportunities
for students. Her sincere
commitment and perse
verance are having a pro
found effect on students

throughout the state.
ACE/FAAE is extremely
excited about implement
ing her plan to reach out
to all students through the
universal language of the
arts," said ACE/FAAE
Program Director Angela
Martinez.
The vision and mis
sion of ACE/FAAE is for
every child in every
school in Florida to re
ceive a well-rounded edu
cation that includes a
comprehensive, sequentiyj, high-quality program
of arts instruction and to
promote and improve arts
education for all students
in the state of Florida.
Twenty-four
students
were selected from a
highly competitive review
of more than 350 appli
cants. During the first
year of the program, 184
applications were submit
ted for consideration.
Winners include:
DANCE
Kyra
Green, A.W Dreyfoos
School Palm Beach of the
Arts; Lauren E. Jasinski,
St. Thomas Aquinas High,

Broward; Virgina Mun
day, Harrison Arts Center,
Polk.
MEDIA - Danny
Miller, Gateway High
School, Osceola.
MUSIC - Priscilla
Adams, Tarpon Springs
High School, Pinellas;
Christopher Adkins, St.
Augustine High School,
St. Johns; Amanda Coo
ley, Bloomingdale High
School,
Hillsborough;
Jonathon Cofino, New
World School of the Arts,
Miami-Dade;
Clinton
Curtis, Key West High
School, Monroe; Julianne
Odahowski, Winter Park
High School, Orange.
THEATRE - Jeffrey
Ashkin, Olympic Heights
High
School,
Palm
Beach; Sarah Cimino,
Satellite High School,
Brevard; Andrea Wilson,
Alexander W. Dreyfoos,
Jr. Palm Beach School of
the Arts.
VISUAL ARTS Nicole Cardiff, St. Lucie
West Centennial High
School, St. Lucie; Nicolette A. Connell Sarasota

Florida A&M University Seeks IMAGES
Models-----------------------------------------------TALLAHASSEE-The
Florida A&M University
IMAGES
Modeling

Troupe is seeking all
IMAGES models, past and
present, for participation in

its Reunion Fashion Show
April 14, 2002.
For further information,

Publix.

please contact Donald
Beckwith IMAGES advi
sor, at (850) 561-2316

High School, Sarasota;
Daniel Gill, Design and
Architectural,
MiamiDade Senior High; Manuela Gonzalez, Dreyfoos
School of the Arts, Palm
Beach; Hilary Jacks, New
World School of the Arts,
Miami-Dade; Mark A.
Jones, Pine View School,
Sarasota; Cathy Lu, New
World School of the Arts,
Miami-Dade; Lauren A.
Perkins, Wellington High
School, - Palm Beach;
Karen Pilinger, Dr. Mi
chael M. Krop Sr. High
School, Miami-Dade; Da
vie Manuel Rosario,
Coral Reef Senior High
School, Miami-Dade; Da
vid Shingler Leon High
School, Leon.
Scholarship recipients
and their teachers will
participate at ACE Day at
the Capitol on Thursday.
Recipients also performed
or displayed their art dur
ing the reception at the
Governor's Mansion.
Hark Jartfi

On March 03, 1869,
the University of
South Carolina
opened its doors to
alt races. Two Blacks,
B.A. Boseman and
Francis L. Cardozo,
were elected to a
seven-man board of
trustees.

Increase in Permit Activity
Going into Effect----------------TALLAHASSEE
“The
Florida
Home
Builders
Association
(FHBA) has spent the past
year preparing its members
to meet the new standards
of the Florida Building
Code,”
said
FHBA
President Barbara Revels.
“As with any other change
in government regulation,
there will be a period of
increased permit activity
prior to that change going
into effect-as was evident
with the enactment of the
Growth Management Act
and with wetlands regulations-and there is nothing
unusual about that.”

“This increase in build
ing permit activity prior to
implementation of the
Florida Building Code can
be attributed to a number of
factors:
• uncertainty as to how
local building officials will
interpret
the
Florida
Building Code;
• consumers who have
already entered into con
tractual agreements with
builders may not wish to
absorb the additional costs
associated with the new
code and may encourage
builders to file for a build
ing permit prior to the
effective date of the new

code; and
• uncertainty as to the
availability of some of the
new products that are
required under the new
code.
“Our association is
fully supportive of the
Florida Building Code,
which we believe will ulti
mately result in a betterbuilt
environment
in
Florida,” Revels added.
“Although we realize there
will be a period of uncer
tainty regarding this code
in the beginning, we’re
confident that these issues
will be resolved over
time,”

New Program Hopes To
Increase Local Road Safety
WEST PALM BEACH
- A new national educa
tional program is now
available to local schools
that could make local roads
safer by improving the
“vehicle intelligence” of
young drivers-especially
in their use of wireless
phones.
The vehicle intelli
gence (vIQ) video and edu
cational guide-now being
offered for free by Verizon
Wireless to local high
schools throughout the
state-is crafted to be espe
cially entertaining yet
informational for young
drivers and is designed to
be easily incorporated into
driver education classes.

The 12-minute videoanimated by Emmy award
winning FableVision-uses
comical characters, atten
tion-grabbing illustrations
and humorous situations to
provoke interesting and
lively thought and discus
sion about a serious safety
topic.
“The vIQ presentation
is a lot of fun, but it also
can be a great boost to road
safety here in Florida. We
hope ail of our local
schools will choose to inte
grate it into their driver
education curricula,” said
Mike Lanman, Florida
region president of Verizon
Wireless, which sponsored
and produced the program

in conjunction with numer
ous law enforcement and
safety agencies. “With
wireless phone safety in
Florida such a big issue in
the news these days, we
expect to receive a great
response from educators. ”
Parents
and
high
school students interested
in the vIQ program should
contact driver education
instructors and administra
tors at their own school.
Verizon Wireless will pro
vide free videos and
instructor guides to any
high schools, libraries and
select community groups
that request the materials.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church-------------------------------lst row (L to R): Kevon
Meyers, Angie Smith,
Jarrell Florence, Aramis
Florence, Keonna welch
2nd row (L to R): Kiena
Stewart, J.D. Snow,
Brandon Green, Christian
Pryor, Louisa Powell
3rd row (L to R): Michael
Boykins, Nicole Phillip,
Morgan Rainey, Zema
Florence, Tehira Welch
4th row (L to R): Myesha
Simmons, Isreal Thurman

New
Members
Fellowship and Ministry
Fair: Sunday, March 17th,
after the 10 a.m. service.
All members who have
joined Mt. Zion since the
last Fellowship Dinner,
please be sure to attend. All
ministries will be greeting
new members to offer valu
able information on “acti
vating their membership”.
“YUF” Book Fair and
Bazaar. Join us for a funfilled day Saturday, March
16th, 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Educational and fun books
on sale at an affordable
price. Attention Christian
schools -there are a lot of
used Abeka textbooks
available. There will be
cotton candy, snow cones,

also like to congratulate wicked ways, then will I
our newly-installed youth hear their prayer, health
ushers who are on a move their sick and their land!
for God! Please be remind Have a prayerful week!
ed that our annual Usher
On February 10th,
Board Anniversary for Prayer Tower honored all
2002 will be held on March students with special
24th at 4:30 p.m. with awards, honors or honor
“Great is the Lord, and
Elder Troy Lewis as the roll grades at our Honor
greatly to be praised in the
And said, if thou wilt
guest speaker.
city of our God, in the
Service. The students were
diligently
hearken to the
On March 30th, we will congratulated and encour
mountains of his holiness.”
voice of the Lord thy God,
host an easter egg hunt at aged to continue their suc
-Psalms 48:1
and
wilt do that which is
the church for the children. cessful educational career.
Supt. Elder Clarence
right
in his sight, and wilt
All children are invited! On They were presented with
Welch and the Prayer
give ear to His command
Easter day, we will cele certificates and gift certifi
Tower Church family wel
ments, and keep all His
brate the rising of Jesus cates to McDonalds. We
come you with open arms
statutes, I will put none of
Christ at the 11:30 a.m. also were privileged to
at all times to worship with
these diseases upon thee,
service and will culminate have guest speaker Patricia
us in the presence of the
which I have brought upon
the celebration at 5:30 p.m. Williams, who also relayed
Lord! We truly appreciate
the Egyptians: for I am the
with pur afternoon servic a powerful message to our
your prayers, support and
Lord that healeth thee. es. Please come out and youth, letting them know
patronage of our church.
Exodus 15:26
help us lift up the name of . that they can do all things
May God forever smile
Minister
Marckell
Jesus!
through Christ which
upon you at all times!
Johnson
reminded
the
Remember to pray for strengthens them. Great
On March 17th, Prayer
members of Emmanuel as
our sick and shut-in mem job, students!
Tower will, host its annual
we move to our new loca
Sunday School Day. Evbers. Pray and study the
tion: 3501 37th St. S., we
word of God constantly. If
should not do as the
my people who art called
All Nations Church of God By Faith
Israelites
have done, we
by my name shall humble
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
should
not
complain nor
* 327^9^6 * 327-2656 ^ ^........
themselves, pray, seek my
murmur,
for
it is God and
Sunday School................................................ 9:30 a,m.
face and tum from their
Morning Worship................................................11a.m.
His son, Jesus Christ, that
Night Worship.................................................................... 7p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class............................................ 8p.m.
JNeftt ^IlTtlahidphbr (Unmtnuutitt (Ctturdj
Wednesday Prayer Meeting............................. 8p.m.
Fi idav Tarn/ Service
8pm
The Reverend- Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
Saturday Sabbath School................................ 11a.m.
eryorte is invited to
attend! On March
21st, we will visit
Zion
Temple
Holiness
Church,
and on March 23rd,
we will have our an
nual Ministers and
Deacons /wives meeting
and District YPWW meet
ing in Bradley, FL.
The Pageant application
deadline is March 24th. For
more information, contact
Ellender Jackson at 3210670.
The Usher Board of
Prayer Tower COGIC host
ed its annual Prayer
Breakfast on March 9th.
The theme for this occasion
was, “The harvest truly is
plenteous, but the labourers
are few.” - Matthew 9:37.
Like last year, we had a
high time in the Lord. We

2335 - 22nd Avenue South

P.O.

Box 15935

• St.

Petersburg,

FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worships 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 EM (Wed.)
DaxmMimstcy ......
Snare Ministry . . . ...
Children & Ycuth Ministry .
Robinson
Cletk Ministry . .. . . . . .

. . 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30p.m.
Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.)
11 a.m.-12 p.m.
“All Are Welcome" • “Bring A Friend’’

If you get your application,
complete it and return it by
April 15th, we will exempt
the application fee. For
rates and more information,
call Jan Smith, MondayFriday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., ext.
402.
Need a ride to church
Sunday through Thursday?
The church van will be
happy to give you a lift.
Please try to notify us one
day in advance. Contact
Deacon William Harris,
821-0041, Troy Ward, 4524713, or Peter Smith, 8959261.
Mt. Zion Progressive
. Missionary Baptist Church,
Rev. Louis M. Murphy, Sr.,
Pastor, is located at 955
20th Sf. S., St. Petersburg.

praise the Lord with us. time of bereavement.
Our service times remain
We would like to thank
the same.
everyone for your kind
Remember on Tuesday ness, no matter how great
evening at 6 p.m. Youth or small, from our hearts.
Bible Study is growing by We appreciate you so
leaps and bounds. You are much, and Jesus loves you
welcome to bring your dearly. Our . P.O. Box
youth. Thursday night, remains: P.O. Box 15993,
March 14th, 7:30 p.m., St. Petersburg, FL 33733. If
Choir #1 will rehearse at you would like to mail a
7:30 p.m. All members are donation to the church, it is
asked to be present and on tax deductible.
time. At this time, business
Our prayers are with
of importance will also be you all!
discussed.
Reporter is Elouise
A big thank you from Lindsey, and the pastor is
the Sunday School Dept., Elder Franklin Evans, Sr.
Gloria Daniels, Supt.
Our prayers are with the
Anderson family at their

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship . . . . ......... ................ 7:45 a.m.
Sunday School ..................................... 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship......................... l0:50,a.m.
Baptist Training Union ........................ 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship.......... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

New Faith

. ........................................... . . iyzrnia

Free Methodist Church

10th Street Church Of God

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

TJi'E'SdL: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services

Sunday School..................................................... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
................... ..
.11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ... . ... ......................................... .7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (lst & 3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.

Sunday School . . . .............. .................. 9:30 am
Morning Worship .................................11:00 am
Youth Bible Study ............................ Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service Wed. 7:00 pm

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship lnc.

will make everything all
right for us. For the land is
already prepared for us.
Everyone was blessed as he
broke the Bread of Life to
us for the last Sunday at
1948 49th St. S. For eight
years the Lord has truly
blessed us as we mjnistered
to His people. Now the
Lord has blessed us to
move to a new location,
and we have gone out and
claimed the land.
On Sunday, March
17th, we invite you to wor
ship with us under the big
red and white tent located
on the new site of
Emmanuel. You are wel
come to sing, shout and

. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . CeaccnHliarlNesbitt
. . . . . . . . . ..A.;
, . . . .
. ... . . . . Jares Riinsm
. . . . ................................ . . . . . . . . ....................... .... . Jcyos

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School

ability of family and
friends to help those suffer
ing from the hardships of
drugs and alcohol abuse..
Classes will be on
Thursday nights at 7 p.m.
and 8:15 p.m. All classes
are held in the Genesis
building. For more infor
mation,
contact
A.J.
Murphy, 866-1297.
Mt. Zion Before and
After Care program for
ages 5-13 is now accepting
applications. We offer pick
up and drop off off to
school each morning ahd
afternoon, early pick up on
half days and all day care
most school holidays.
Summer Kamp applica
tions will be ready during
the week of Spring Break.

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Church

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist;
Church

face painting, games,
moonwalk and more. Bring
the kids! This fundraiser is
to support the “YUF”
Ministry in their trip to
Washington, D.C., for
Spring Break 2002.
The Mt. Zion SAFE
(Substance Abuse Freedom
Education) Ministry pres
ents two faith-based educa
tional programs: Recovery
Concepts and ChristCentered Recovery. These
classes will empower all
persons in church leader
ship, lay persons and those
who have a concern to heal
our community. You will
acquire a working knowl
edge of the addiction and
recovery process. This
course will assist with the

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTlST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

First Baptist Institutional Church

Schedule of Services
Church School ... ...............................9:30a.m
iggffg
Morning Worship ................. ....11 a.m
Baptist Training Union . .................. 5 p.m
Evening Worship ........................6:30 p.m
Prayer Meeting
Thursday....................................................... 7p.m
Rev. Brian K. Brown

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

Phone: 323-7518

Rev. Wayne

G.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

“One weefjrom cfturcfi mafes one. weaf. ”

You are hereby invited to fellowship with

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1 741

For more information, contact
Pastor lerome
& Pastor Kisha
Jordan at
727-865-7763 or
888-353-9555,
ext. 2445

"...let the one that is thirstv

Sunday Worship Service
10:30 AM.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
Bible Study, Tues, 7-8 P.M.

Frank Pierce Community Center

"Were Busy as BeesBut Sweet As Honey"

Bishop Ronald Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor
Ronald Moten and the Wings of Faith

Bishop
Church Family
would like to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with us during our scheduled times:

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

■

Sunday School
9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting

.

Intercessory Prayer & Bible Class

i

Ik

Tuesday

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Wednesday,
LJJ|L

-------------1

Church School ....................... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class . . . . . . 9:00 A.M.
n
Morning Worship.......... . . . .10:30 A.M.J
■

i' IIIU
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Trinity’s Minister Elected Pleasant Grove’s 56th and Bethel Metropolitan
Pastor’s 44th Anniversary Baptist Church--------Trustee
Dr. Frederick D. Terry, capacity.
Association and serves as Celebration--------------------------Pastor Joaquin Marvin Metropolitan have joined
Minister
of
Trinity
Dr. Terry became min Vice President of the
and
the
Bethel with several other congre
Presbyterian Church, has
recently been elected to
full membership of the
Board of Trustees at
Bayfront Health Systems.
Terry is now one of the
twelve member governing
board with the responsibil
ity of controlling the Bayfront Health System facili
ties, which include Bayfront Medical Center, Bayfront Rehab Northeast,
Bayfront Women’s and
Children’s Health Center.
The responsibilities also
encompass the following
convenient facilities: The
Tyrone Facility, Seminole
Facility, Carillon Facility,
Pasadena
Facility,
Northeast Facility, Largo
Facility and Beach Facility.
The Trinity minister has
been active in the commu
nity for several years. He
came to St. Petersburg
from Marion, IN, where he
was Chief of Chaplains,
and transferred from the
Veterans Administration
there to the Bay Pines
Veterans Administration
Medical Center in the same

ister of Trinity Presbyterian
Church eight years ago
after his retirement from
the Veterans Affairs and
Colonel USAR. Since be
ing the minister at Trinity,
the congregation has expe
rienced significant growth
both in membership and
programs. Among this
growth 15 members from
First Presbyterian Church
have become associates.
Other innovative programs
include activities for both
youth and seniors.
In addition to the minis
ter’s new position, he
serves on several other
Boards which include
Trustee, Eckerd College,
Board of Visitors, Eckerd
College Board Member,
Bay Pines Veterans Admin
istration Research Foun
dation, President of the
Association of Smaller
Congregation, Synod of
South Atlantic which cov
ers three states: South
Carolina, Georgia and
Florida. He is also a Board
member
of
Shaw
University
Alumni

Trinity
Presbyterian
Church----------

All Nations Church of God by
Faith-------------------------------------------

The
Women
Organization of Trinity
Presbyterian Church will
host a Clothing Giveaway
on Saturday, March 23rd,
on the church yard.
The church is located at
2830 22nd Ave. S. The
hours of the Giveaway are
10 am.-2 p.m.
Dr. Frederick Terry is

the pastor. Jacqueline
Ward-Williams is the
President.
For more information,
call 321-8560.

Again and again we
praise God for His tender
mercies and love. Elder
Wells and Elder Robinson
were on one accord and
brought forth a wonderful
blessed devotional service,
followed by two spiritfilled selections by our
own Soul Serenaders.
One

of

mothers

our

young

dedicated

Southern Region. Shaw
University honored him
with the Elijah Shaw
Meritious Award, which is
the highest recognition
granted to an alumni for
community service.
The minister is also a
member of the Alpha Phi
Alphi Fraternity, NAACP,
Downtown Rotary, Retired
Officers
Associations,
Military
Chaplain
Association and Academy
of Senior Professionals at
Eckerd College.
Dr. Terry is married to
the former Maxine Griffin
of Brooklyn,. NY, retired
from a management posi
tion with Delta Airlines,
Inc., the father of three
children and the grandfa
ther of one. The newlyappointed trustee believes
the new position will be
exciting, fascinating and
provide an opportunity to
serve the community, espe
cially south St. Petersburg,
to ensure the availability of
quality health care.

and delivered a powerful
message to God’s people
from Deuteronomy 28:1-2.
He gave us full facts and
frustrations on how the
blessings of the Lord will
overtake us if we would
hearken to His voice. We
shall be blessed when we
go out and when we come
in. As we grow in knowl

her

edge and understanding of

newborn to Christ. What a
wonderful way to start life.
I praise God!
Min. A. Williams, as
usual, was on fire for God

Jesus Christ in us, we can
do as David did and dance,
dance, dance. We truly
thank God for a blessed
service.

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 -18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

L to R: Deacon Robert Stewart, Sister Mary Lamar (Chairperson),
Sister Cynthia Tomlin
Pastor Joseph Gordon
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with us in our
ongoing celebration of the
Church and Pastor’s Anni
versary.
The Rev. Brian Brown
and the St. Mark M.B.
Church will be in service
Thursday, March 14th, at
7:30 p.m. The Rev. John A.
Evans and the Friendship
M.B. Church will be in
service Friday, March 15 th,
at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 17th,
the Senior Male Chorus
will render Song Service
and Usher Board #3 will
serve in the 7 a.m. Early

On Saturday morning,
March 16th, at 9:30 a.m.,
we will hold baptism at
Spa Beach. Please join us.
We will render three nights'
Of special services from
Wednesday, March 13 th, to
Friday, March 15th. We
invite each of you to come
and share all of our servic
es in the name of Jesus. We
pray God’s blessings upon
you from the hearts of
Pastors J. and J. Williams.

Morning Worship Service.
Sunday School begins at
9:30
a.m.
with
Superintendent Deacon
Philip Carter presiding.
Mid-Morning
Worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. The
Mass Choir will render
Song Service, and Usher
Board #3 will serve.
The culmination of our
Anniversary Service will
begin at 3:30 p.m. Vice
Moderator Rev.
C.T.
Kirkland and the Mt.
Pleasant M.B. Church of
Tampa will be in worship
with us. All members,
please remember to give
your gifts to yOur captain
or district leader so that
they may be able to make
financial reports. Mary
Lamar,
chairperson;
Cynthia ' Tomlin
and
Deacon Robert Stewart,
co-chairpersons.

Reminder: The Youth
Choir will rehearse on
Saturday, March 16th,
from 1:30 to 3:15 p.m.
Parents, please encourage
your child/children to
attend. Tempie Etheridge,
supervisor.
Pleasant Grove cruises
to Alaska June llth-19th.
Please see or contact Kay
Curry at 864-2937 after 7
p.m. for details.
Have a Spirit-filled
week until next time.
Thought for the week:
“The Spirit of the Lord
God is upon me; because
the Lord hath anointed me
to preach good tidings unto
the meek; He hath sent me
to bind up the broken
hearted, to proclaim liberty
to the captives and the
opening of the prison to
them that are bound.” Isaiah 61:1.

Metropolitan Church fami
ly invite you to worship
with us on Sunday during
the 8 and 11 a.m. services
and Church School at 9:30
a.m. The Praise Team,
Concord Choir and Male
Ministry Usher Board will
serve.
Our Midweek Bible
Study (NBC) and Prayer
Service on Wednesday at 7
p.m. are designed for the
spiritual growth of the en
tire family. Transportation
is available. Call the
church office, 327-0554, if
you nave a need. Noon
Day Bible Study is held
each Thursday at 12 noon.
The
Deaconess
Ministry of the church will
celebrate
their
99th
Anniversary on Sunday,
March 24th, at 4 p.m. The
Ministry has invited other
local churches to partici
pate in this special service
portraying women of the
Bible. Marquerite Hester,
Ministry Leader, and her
fellow Deaconesses invite
you to join them for an
evening of prayer, worship,
fellowship and praise.
The Ministerial Staff
and members of Bethel

Morning, Forget Not the
Lord and. His JSZEany
Blessings!

9th Avenue South, St Petersburg. FL 33712
Rev. F G. Jackson, Pastor
(8131 822 2455

Church School........9.30 a.m
Morning Worship ...11.-00 a.m
■T.U
50nprr
Opening Worship... 6:00 pm
Tuesday Evening
Bibie Cliss
"• 30 p.m.

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal...............5:30 p.m.
lihursdny Prayer & Church
School Study..........7:30 p.m.
1st 8 2nd Saturdays SR.
Chou Rehearsal 11 00 a nt

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Hdridd 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsondge: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Life, Health and

Sunday Services
Sunday Service .........................................
8:00a.m.
Sunday School.................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship ......................................................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................................5:00 p.m.
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
'The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is ad.

Strength!!

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South * St Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

9:00 AM...................................................................................... Prayer Time
9:30 AM..........
............... ........................................ Sunday Schoolg

930 - 18th Street South
St. Petersburg. Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

11:00 AM................................ ......................................................... Worship
12:30 PM...................................... ......................After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

"The Church That's Moving Forward Together”

BLESS!!

St. John Missionary ‘Baptist Cfturcfi

Give God Thanks
This Sunday For

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

GOD

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051
■
■

When You Wake Each

gations to present “The
Seven Sayings from the
Cross” Friday, March 29th,
at 12 noon. Please join
Pastor Marvin, along with
Pastors
D.
Franklin
Browne, Manuel Sykes,
Roosevelt Hardy, Ben
Adam, Shawn Washington
and Chico Dials for this
sacred service.
It is our desire to be a
friendly people who offer a
kaleidoscope of ministries
for all ages and interest. If
you are seeking a church
home, we invite you to
unite with us in giving a
positive Christian witness
in the spirit of worship.
March calendar:
March 17th - Adrilla
Cail WSLTea.
March
24th
Deaconess Anniversary.
March 29th - Seven
Sayings from the Cross
Service.
March 31st - Easter
program; Josephine Child
Circle #7 Bake Sale.

Morning Worshi.......................................................................8:00a.m.
Sunday School.............................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship........... .....................................11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.................................. 7:00p.m.

Dr. Frederick D.
Terry

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Pleas;

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

■
.

Early Morning Worship.................................................... 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School........... ....................... ............................. ...9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........................................................ . ..10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.................................................... 4:30 p.m.
Communion............................. ................. 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

3
*

W

820 20th Street South

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class . ...... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship . . . ........... 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday .. ..,.. .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship . . . ..............5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class . ..............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class ... .7:00 p.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon

f

Xt-

-

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays. 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

9:45am
11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm

Spiritual Counseling

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

2232 62nd Avenue South

Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Rev- Calvin Hopkins

African Methodist Episcopal Church

• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm- Until
■ Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
■ Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
« Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word”

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian MethodisT
___
Episcopal Church
J—H—h

Saint Mark
• Sunday- Church School,
> Sunday- Worship Service,
• Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays..........................,.............................................. 7:30 p.m.

St. Pete, FL

V

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

iv<

“To (fod Be The (ffory”

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
AU Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

9:00am- 10:00am

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • SL Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554

"Church of The Open Door"

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

.RELIGIOUS NEWS continues

Travelers’ Rest MB Church Moore’s Chapel AME Church
0 Lord our Lord, how Business Day. Come and
excellent is thy name in all join us Saturday, March
the earth! who hast set Thy 16th, 9 a.m.-12 noon at
glory above the heavens.
Travelers’
Rest
MB
Pastor D. Franklin Church, 2183 22nd Ave. S„
Browne and the member St. Petersburg.
ship of Travelers’ Rest
One hour seminars on
Church family extend the following subjects: 9warm greetings to all wor 10 a.m., “How to Repair
shippers on Sunday, March Your Credit”. Bad credit?
17th,
at
8
a.m. Been denied credit? Are
Contemporary Worship your interest rates too
9:30
a.m.,
Life high? Is your bad credit
Development
Sunday holding you back? I.C.R.
School and 11 a.m. Mid- can help!. 10-11 a.m.,
Morning Worship Service.
“Financial
Seminar”.
The Ministry of the Learn the six mistakes
Word will be preached by retirees and potential
Pastor Browne. Deacons retirees make with their
and deaconesses will lead finances. 11 a.m.-12 noon,
our devotional service. “The Complete Healthcare
Mass Choir will minister to Program”. Save 80% on
us in song and Ushers medical and dental.
Board #3 will serve. The
Weekly Activities:
Men’s Ministry will serve
Thursday, March 14th as greeters.
Mid-Day Bible Study, 11
An open invitation to a.m. (an in-depth study of
the community as we take the scriptures and nursing
part in a Quarterly home visitation; 5:30 p.m.,

Youth Choir rehearsal; 6
p.m., Church Anniversary
committee meeting; 7 p.m.,
Mass Choir rehearsal.
Sunday, March 17th - 4
p.m., Worship with Mt.
Zion Christian on their
Ushers Anniversary.
Tuesday, March 19th 7:30 p.m., Worship with
Mt. Zinai on their Pastor’s
Anniversary.
Wednesday, March 20th
- 7 p.m., Prayer and Praise;
7-8:30 p.m., Youth Bible
Study; 7:30-8:30 p.m.,
Adult Bible Study.
If you need transporta
tion to church, please con
tact the office at 822-4869
by noon on Saturday.
If you are looking to
unite with a church family,
we invite you to experience
Jesus with our fellowship.
Travelers’ Rest is the
church where Christ is the
center of attraction and the
Word of God is preached.

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church------ --------------------------------“And I will give you tion. The Fellowship Choir
pastors according to Mine and Fellowship Ushers will
heart, which will feed you serve during both services,
with knowledge and under and Pastor Evans will
standing.” - Jeremiah 3:15 preach the unadulterated
Pastor John A. Evans, Word of God.
Sr., the official church staff
Church School begins
and the entire Friendship at 9:30 a.m. with the 2nd
Missionary Baptist Church Assistant Superintendent
family invite you to wor presiding.
ship with us this Sunday
A second service is held
and to all activities and at 10:45 a.m. opening with
events during the upcom the Praise Team.
ing week.
The church continues to
Service begins at 7:45 pray for all of our bereaved
a.m, with the Deacon families, knowing that God
Ministry leading the devo will comfort and strengthen

God Works Ip
Mysterious Ways!

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St, Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

Sherrod, Effie Manning,
Nancy Sample, Selphia
Johnson, Edith Johnson,
Lillie Watson, Fleather
Williams, Isadora Herring,
Azalee Rutherford, Mabel
Emanuel, Allie Steward,
Noble Melvin, Christine
Herring, Daisy Pierce,
Carrie Thompson, Fannie
Williams, Pearly Mills,
Hattie Allen, Sadell Bumo,
Eloise Niblack, Annie Mae
Abrams, Rosa Love, Nora
Davis, Mamie Oliver,
Nellie Cuffie., Ella Mae
Allen, Leona Frances, Effie
Howell, Leona Frances,
Violet Harris, Beatrice
Cooper, Sarah Randle,
Bessie Herman, Mary
Drake, Bessie Jefferson,
Fleather Taylor, Moman
Sherrod Richardson and
Wille Mae Warren.
We are seeing the
“fruits of their labor” as we
watch our church “grow
and glow”. “Who can find
a virtuous woman? for her
price is far above rubies.” Proverbs 30:10
The Lay Organization,
under the leadership of
Ralph Brown, will have its
annual program Sunday,
March 17th, at the 11 a.m.
service. We extend a cor
dial Christian invitation to
all. Come and witness a
service in the true fashion
of “Laymanship”. Our 8
a.m. speaker will be
Minister Christopher Irvin.
This young minister deliv
ers impressive and thoughtprovoking messages. Gome
share these services with
us.
Coming events:
March 14th-17 th

The Lord looks down
from heaven, He sees
all the sons of men. Psalm 33

CENTER

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

O
w
s
H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412

WMS Women’s Retreat,
Adams
Mark
Hotel,
Daytona Beach.
March 16th - Outreach
Ministry for the Homeless.
Feeding and Clothing
Giveaway
for
the
Homeless, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fellowship Hall (Annex).
March 23rd - Share
Package
Distribution,
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Fellowship Hall (Annex).
March 27th - St.
Petersburg District Revival
Planning Meeting, Moore’s
Chapel AME, 7 p.m.
Reminders: Tutoring,
Mondays and Thursdays,
6-8 p.m. Fellowship Hall
(Annex), grades 1-12, Dai
sy Pierce/Fannie Williams,
WMS sponsor.
For transportation to
Church School, Bible Stu
dy and Church Services,
please contact Tony Ma
con, 328-0022, Willie
Frank Bryant, 894-6067, or
Mose Bell, 906-8225. For
church scheduled events,
see ad in newspaper.
“Where the Word is
changing lives.”

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church
Rev. James T. Blount ■ Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.
Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.
3037 - Fairfield Avenue south
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete, FL

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m;

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S.,

St.'Petersburg, FL

33701
The members would like to invite
you and your. family to worship
with us. Our services are:
Ttiesday Morning Prayer9 : 0 0 am
Weds. -Fami ly Worship 7:00pm
Sunday School'
' '
10:0 0am

O’

Sunday Morning Worship
11:15 am
Sunday Evening Worship 7 : 00 pm

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor
Sunday School. . . ...............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....... 11:00 a.m.
The cfturcfi where, everyone is wefcome & the Spirit of Christ fives.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727)896-5228

Sunday Services:
Church School.........................................................9am
Praise & Worship Services..................................10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service............................. ............... ..........6:30pm
Bible Study....................... ....................... ......... 7pm

Join us as we lift up the name ofJesus

I
asS
Dr. Alvin
Moore,
Pastor

Pentecostal Teipple Ckurck of God ii? Ckrist
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

St. Joseph Church

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study Tuesday
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

“A church working togetherfor the upbuilding of (Jod’s kingdom”

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN'S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.
Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
lslamic Services

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
—e
™

us, when we cast all of our
cares upon Him.
On Friday, March 15th,
at 7:30 p.m., the Friendship
family will worship with
Pleasant Grove Baptist
Church celebrating the
Church’s 56th and Pastor’s
44th Anniversary. Pastor is
asking the Voices and
Second Sunday Ushers to
serve. This is an annual
event that we take part in,
so come out and join in the
praise and fellowship of
this great occasion.

“We’ve come a long
way, Lord, we’ve come a
long way. We’ve bored our
burdens in the heat of the
day, because we knew the
Lord would make a way.
We’ve come a long way,
Lord, we’ve come a long
way.”
These are the words to a
song that’s often sung in
African-American church
es. They expressed the feel
ings of many of the past
women pioneers of our
church who toiled coura
geously in the vineyard.
This is National Women
History
Month,
and
Moore’s Chapel pauses to
pay homage to those
women of the past. Women
of Faith have inspired,
taught and encouraged the
youth of our church to
excel in their chosen ca
reers. Our church served as
a catalyst for boys and girls
to learn and demonstrate
their public speaking, mu
sical and creative arts
skills.
We were nurtured in the
pot-bellied stove structure
on 30th and Fairfield-on to
the white concrete structure-the middle of the 30
hundred block of Fairfield,
and now to the green
church on the comer of
31st St. and Fairfield Ave.
S. This church, where the
black Jesus keeps watch
over the travelers as they
pass by, we can truly say,
“The church is our founda
tion.”
Some of those women
pioneers were: Victoria
Stephens, Clara Grant, Ge
neva
Davis,
Levonia

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

GRACE
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Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem -12:00 p.m.

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist
Church

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School...............
Q-sn n m
Prayer/Praise Service (W<
V‘ ^ona'c*
F. Browne

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) * Fax (727) 321-3937
Website: www.breakthroughcc.com • E-mail: pastor@breakthroughcc.com

<L^A/\b.

Friendship

’’PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"

^Z(lOL2.

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
Sunday Service 8:30 AM
'Power Breakthrough Service" 11:00 AM
!'A Night of Prophecy" ® 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY 'WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FR1DAY “JU81LEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
"YOUTH 1N ACTION" - Saturday, 6 PM
NURSERY/TODDLER MlNISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY

Missionary Baptist
955 - 20th Street South

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
Thursday
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

RADIO MIN1STRY-WRXB-159O AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM
Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"A Place ofHeating andRestoration*
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Pentecostal Temple COGIC The Ambassador Club’s 48th Annual
The “Youth in Action”
Fellowship Service was
packed with good things to
encourage and help our
youth in their daily walk
with God. Patricia Morgan
of New Covenant Holiness
Church did a wonderful job
as the Minister of Worship.
The youth of Pentecostal
Temple performed the
basics of the service while
invited guests presented
various acts of worship
“Called and Chosen” of
Dominion Worship Center
COG took us to the throne
room through praise and
worship. The Drill Team of
Macedonia MB Church of
Rubonia, FL, highlighted
scriptures of faith and the
Inspirational Dancers, also
of Macedonia, inspired us
with their presentation to
“My
Everything”
by
Yolanda Adams. Victoria
Culbreth
of
Bethel
Community
Baptist
Church and Rashonda
Bruce of Mt. Zion
Progressive MB Church
each blessed the Lord with
their beautiful voices
through their God-given
gift of song.
The speakers were
dynamite! Louisa Powell, a
10th grade student at St.
Petersburg High School

and a member of Prayer
Tower COGIC, encouraged
the youth to stand on God’s
Word and not let the devil
intimidate them. She stated
that rejection is common
when our lifestyles are dif
ferent from others around
us and that this same differ
ence will draw others to
want to know Christ. She
gave each person a handout
reminding them that they
can accomplish anything if
they will set goals, act and
think positively to achieve
those goals and trust God
to bring them to pass. She
admonished the youth to
acknowledge God in all
their ways and proceed on
the path that He reveals to
them.
Then Minister John
Green of New Life
Fellowship challenged the
youth to “take off your
shoes” in order to live
pleasing to God. He related
the taking off of the shoes
to humbling oneself and
taking off attitudes of
pride, disobedience, rebel
lion and disrespect for par
ents, teachers and others in
authority over them. He
said that when the shoes
are off we are more sensi
tive to God’s leading. He
spoke of the message from

the shoes as being tired of
being worn on feet that
take them places they
shouldn’t go. He chal
lenged the youth to humble
themselves and walk in the
ways of God, not following
the crowd but realizing that
their parents love them and
want what is best for them.
He closed by asking the
youth to stand beside their
shoes while he prayed for
them.
The service was topped
off as Evelyn Foster and
April Ash distributed to
each youth a personal copy
of “A Little Spoonful of
Chicken Soup for the
Soul”.
We are looking forward
to our first Men’s Day of
this new millennium on
Sunday, March 17th, at 4
p.m. Rev. Troy Adams of
St. John MB Church of
Clearwater will be the
guest speaker. The St. John
Male Chorus and the Mt.
Zion Progressive MB
Church Male Chorus will
provide music for this serv
ice. Everyone present is
sure to be blessed as the
men lead us into the pres
ence of God.

Public Program----------------------- ----ST. PETERSBURG - MENSA, the NAFEO
The Ambassador Club’s Achievement Award in
48th
Annual
Public Research and listings in
Program will be highlight Who’s Who in America and
ed by keynote speaker Dr. Who’s Who in Black
James A. Hefner and the America.
A native of Brevard,
locally-based and national
ly-known Alumni Singers. NC, Dr. Hefner graduated
The Program will be from North Carolina A&T
University
in
Sunday, March 17th, at 4 State
NC.
He
p.m. at McCabe United Greensboro,
Methodist Church, 2800 earned a Master’s Degree
26th Ave. S., with the Rev. in Economics from Atlanta
University.
Floyd Waters, Pastor.
Dr. Hefner is married to
The young, energetic
President of Tennessee the former Edwina Long,
State
University, and they have three sons:
Nashville, TN, Dr. Hefner Christopher, Jonathan and
served as President of David.
The Ambassador Club,
Jackson State University,
Jackson, MS. Mr. Hefner Inc., is an organization of
earned his PhD
in men dedicated to the
Economics
from
the improvement of business,
professional, civic, politi
University of Colorado.
Dr. Hefner’s scholar cal and educational affairs
ship and public service in the city of St.
have brought him numer Petersburg.
Examples of service
ous honors and awards,
past
and present: Floats in
including election to Phi
Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa the Festival of States
Phi,
membership
in Parade; milk for the under

Dr. James Hefner

”

privileged children; annual
public voter registration;
NAACP life member; sup
porters of Urban League;
United Negro College
Fund; Cancer Society;
Little
League
Team;
Halloween booth at Al
Lang Stadium; tutorial
programs; recognition of
Outstanding Citizen of the
Year; youth and adult
recreational
activities;
Module 16 Project; Enoch
Davis
Center;
and
Chamber of Commerce.
We are Ambassadors
and we have great tasks to
do!
‘ For more information,
please call Mordecai
Walker, 727-898-6543.

"The Lord is ny
sh^hard, I shall
not wit....."
- Psalm 23

New Philadelphia Community
Church----------------- --------- --------The high holiness of
God was joyously cele
brated at New Philadelphia
on Sunday. Women’s
History continues to be
observed at mid-morning
worship. Focus of “HERstory”
during
fourth
Sunday of Lent was grand
mother “SHE-roes” past
and present. Photographs
of grandmothers and great
grandmothers were fea
tured. Family members
present shared historical
facts and anecdotes about
“SHE-roes” pictured.
Victoria Wooten of
Tampa was morning mes
senger. She paid tribute to
her “SHE-roes” present by

AIReigiclusNews
MustBeTypeclor Computer
Generated and Submitted to
The Weekly C halenqerby
4:00 p.m. Monday.
:

giving them each a flower
of gratitude. Posthumously
she recognized her sister
and grandmother. Vic
toria’s message to wor
shippers was most pro
found. She challenged per
sons from a personal and
subjective spiritual view
point. Her testimonial
exhortation was tempered
with the spiritual freedom
she has found in Christ.
High praise and devo
tion was led by Deaconess
Jo Ann Nesbitt. Song and
prayer was given by
Deaconess
Gloria
Williams. She engaged
church in a songful rendi
tion of a gospel and cultur

al musical offering from
the past. Following prayer
by
Deaconess
Joyce
Robinson, and music trib
ute by Jo Ann Nesbitt,
Victoria was introduced by
daughter Ebony.
Kim Price-Gaskin will
be women’s speaker for
fifth Sunday of Lent.
Church family is reminded
to wear gold T-shirts, Third
Sunday is “Pennies for
Progress” and “Silvergiver”
observance.
Children, youth, young
adults and all other mem
bers, will make their
monthly
offering
on
Sunday during mid-moming worship service.

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS yOU TO YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN THE
PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

One out of every six children in America is living

to a State of poverty. And that’s one too many American
dreams broken. One too many American childhoods at
risk, threatened by the dally struggle to secure enough
food, enough shelter, enough medicine just to survive.
Nearly 12,000,900 precious lives hanging in a brutally
uncertain balance, Sixteen percent of all our children
— a poverty rate that’s higher than arty

POVERTY

other age group. But who cares fo notice? Aairtart* faffiats.
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“The Lord
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS a*.
1
i
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
fftfra
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is great
and is to
be highly
praised;

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?

W

H

ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

1
1
I

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence

His great

the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

ness is
beyond

I

■k '

all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
I was having bad luck miserable and it seemed like

standing.”
Psalms

145:3

1
1

1
!
1
i
iI

everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now rm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me

r

7

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
nr,izwu
t
ut wzno
3716 W. HorHtio, lHIXlpH, FL 33609

1
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1
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i
(813) 874"5581
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- Hillary Williams

5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best
in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

10am-1 pm Just playing the

music the way you like it.

•MICHEALT:

Old school and music to drive home by.

you back home with your favorite
blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am .

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Sam-1 Oam

• TONY CHARLES: Take

luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
hel d and freed from all
troubles?

Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit

• DIANE HUGHES:

w’advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,

under

• B.J.:

For Advertising Call
Donza Drummond, Sales Manager
727-821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Serving Tampa Bay Since 1976
Office: 327-WRXB (9792) *
2060 - lst Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713
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SPORTS NEWS
A 1st for SPC Hoops: The State Title
by Jim Moorhead
The St. Petersburg
College men’s basketball
team made history Satur
day: It won the state com
munity college champi
onship.
The 80-76 overtime
victory over Indian River
Community College in the
title game of the state tour
nament in Marianna was a
first for the Titans (28-5).
SPC formed a basketball
team soon after its found
ing in 1927, but not until
Saturday did it claim the
big Florida prize and win a
berth in the national tour
nament,
which
starts
Tuesday in Hutchinson,
Kansas.
They did it the hard
way.
Coach
Earnest
Crumbley’s players eked
out a one-point victory in
Wednesday’s first round 71-70 over Palm Beach
CC. After a day’s rest, they
faced Daytona Beach CC
in the semifinals and man
aged to win by two points,
57-55.
In the final, they led by
four points, 33-29, at the
half, and went up by nine
points, 65-56, with 6:50
remaining in the second
period. But Indian River
fought back to a 69-69 tie,
then missed a desperation
three-point attempt at the
buzzer to throw it into
overtime.
The lead see-sawed
back and forth. With less

than 10 seconds remaining,
freshman guard Orien
Hatcher of Florida City hit
a three-pointer from the
left side to put SPC ahead
78-76.
IRCC still had a
chance to win, but lost con
trol of the ball near half
court, turning it back over
to the Titans. SPC guard
Cavin Cummings drew two
foul shots for his team,
which had been ffee-throw
shooting in the 30-percentile range. Cummings, a
5-foot-8 Bahamas native
whom his taller teammates
refer to as "the midget,"
stepped to the line and
calmly dropped in both
shots, putting the game on
ice.
Indian River barely got
the ball back to half-court
before the clock ran out.
Pandemonium broke loose
as
Coach
Earnest
Crumbley, his assistants
George Carbart and Tyrone
Clinton and the rest of the
team charged out to mob
the players on the floor for
producing an unprecedent
ed SPC moment.
In the 41 years the tourna
ment has been played, SPC
had made it to the title
game just once before — in
1995 when it lost to
Okaloosa-Walton
CC,
which went on to win the
national
championship.
Crumbley was the assistant
coach to Bill Payne for that
heart-breaker, so Satur

day’s triumph was doubly
sweet for him.
It was even more than
that. While Crumbley was
in Marianna winning the
community college title,
his younger son Kory was
helping lead Lakewood
High School to its state
championship. Meantime,
older son Earnest Jr. was
riding high on the Florida
Atlantic University team,
which won its conference
March 2 to become one of
the 64 teams competing for
the NCAA title.
"It has been an unbe
lievable week, a great
week," Crumbley said. "No
one expected us to even be
here. I’m so proud of my
guys. They really hung in."
Crumbley, the Sun
coast Conference and
Florida Coach of the Year,
saw three of his players
claim All-Tournament hon
ors in Marianna: guard Eric
Dobson of Immokalee and
forwards Terrance Taylor
of Riviera Beach and Carl
Jenkins of Palm Beach.
Jenkins also was named
tournament MVP. He will
be back next year, as will
Taylor, Cummings, Hatch
er and four other first-year
players.
At national, a double
elimination tournament,
the Titans will play their
first game Tuesday against
an opponent from the
Illinois region.

SPC Head Coach Earnest Crumbley Sr., at center, poses with the champi
onship trophy as his players rejoice. Assistant Coach George Carbart is next
to Crumbley and Assistant Coach Tyrone Clinton kneels at left. Behind
Clinton is College Athletic Director Ed Long.

Left: Point guard Cavin
Cummings, who played
his high school ball in
the Bahamas, sinks
SPC’s 80th point to ice
the game in overtime.
Looking on between two
Indian River players is
teammate David Pierce,
a Boca Ciega High
School product, who
sank a game-winning
free throw against Palm
Beach in the tourna
ment’s first round.

Tournament winners get to cut down the net as a
souvenir. Here’s Titan point guard Cavin Cummings
getting snippy after sinking the two field goals that
put the final game away.

GOD
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BLESS
AMERICA

Business Hours:
Wed. To Saturday: 10:30 AM to 9:00 PM
Sunday: 11:00 AM to 7:00 PM
Closed on Monday & Tuesday

430134th St. S.. St. Pete

2 for 1 Entertainment

365-6608

ADELINE’S

867-4830

CALIFORNIA NAIL

867-9498

CHILL STYLE
CUSTOM DESIGN
D&N MUSIC HUT AND ACCESSORIES

J

DANI MEN’S WEAR

867-9538

DORENE’S GIFTS & ACCESSORIES

867-4199

EBONY & GUESS

867-1900
867-8910
480-8802

|

.......

1

ELEPHANT PRODUCE
FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

946-7754

freeman'stattooz

Jl
If
Call For Information

420-2121

GAME PLAYERZ

867-9573

GRACINE’S MOM

906-0203

HAIR & BIZZARD

906-0255

HAIR braiding

hot girl shoe store
IMAGE MASTERS, INC.

867-0089

INCENSE +

867-8775

J&K JEWELRY

813 293-8755

JAMES MEN’S WEAR

867-5776

KELIEY’S SHOE

T-SHIRTS • LICENSE PLATES
PORTRAITS * JACKETS
HATS - AUTOMOTIVE GRAPHICS

KID’S FASHION
LYNN’S UNIFORM & CONSIGNMENTS

867-9096

NEW YORK JEWELER

867-3696

PMC FOOTWEAR
READER’S CHOICE BOOKS & GIFT EXPRESSIONS

867-1338

SHAHEED’S AFRICAN & ISLAMIC WEAR

867-3851

906-9864

SHERISE SHOES & CLOTHING

244-4004

SOUND TREND

867-3866

SPLASH OF CLASS

867-3832

SUN FASHION

867-2300

T&C BEAUTY PRODUCT
TENNIS SHOE CONNECTION

867-4048

TRAPP ENTERTAINMENT

813 543-8455

YVETTE FAIRROW’S GOSPEL & MUSIC

420-2121

ZUBAIR GIFT SHOP
THE SPRAY SHOP
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SPORTS NEWS continues

Southside’s regulation size boxing ring.
Coach Wright with his starting 5 (missing Kevin Dorsey, Shooting Guard) (Left
to Right - Sean Morrison (6th Man, and Small Forward), Brian Ligon (Center),
Korey Crumbley (Power Forward), Maurice Robinson (Point Guard), Marcus
Morrison (Small Forward), Coach Daniel Wright.

Right: Delfonia Clary warms up jumping rope.

Lakewood

Milton

continued from Front.------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------

continued from Front

and Belle Glades Central.
They beat Leesburg by a 15
point margin, 59-45, and
won the Championship
beating Belle Glades 59 52.
Wright has had great
teams over his quarter of a
century, so what made this
team win it all? "Balance,
and having what I consider
to be excellent offensive
players
in
Marcus
(Morrison) and Kevin
(Dorsey), and the inside
presence of Brian Ligon,
with his rebounding and
shot blocking ability. Then
with Kory Crumbley, a 4
year varsity player, we
have versatility in scoring,
rebounding, passing, and
verbal leadership." Wright
also has been blessed with
great depth on his team.
Though
point
guard
Maurice Robinson is only a
sophomore, Wright says, "I
consider Maurice be the
heart and soul of the team,
at point guard. He is* our
leader, and general, playing
more minutes than any
other player."
Add to all of this the
bench play of Sean
Morrison, at small forward,
and the younger brother of
Marcus. Wright says, Sean

I
J
!
I

is "rated as the top 9th
grade player in Florida, and
he’s 3rd on the team in
rebounding." Wright adds,
"Marcus Lee is one of the
team’s best defenders, and
3 point shooters."
Pat
Carter, who also is Lake
wood’s quarterback on the
football team, is also a
potent shot blocker for the
basketball
Spartans.
Theodric Watson brings
strength in rebounding, and
scoring from the bench.
The team met on
Monday, March 11 to
decide the team’s MVP and
Most Improved Player,
which will be announced
some time later. It sounds
like the MVP award should
go to the whole team!
Leading the FHSAA
Class 4A Boys Basketball
Champions to their storied
35 - 2 season "were starters
Marcus Morrison, a 6-5
small forward senior, who
led the team in ppg at 20.8.
Brian Ligon, a 6-7 junior
who was their starting
Center, also led the team
with 9 rpg, and averaged 2
blocked shots. Their power
forward is 6-2 Korey
Crumbley. Kevin Dorsey,
at 5-11, and'the team’s
shooting guard, was their

most consistent shooter,
leading the team in several
accuracy categories, 72%
from the free throw line, a
superb 45.5% beyond the
arch, and an astonishing
(for a shooting guard)
60.5% from the floor.
Rounding out the starting
five
was
Maurice
Robinson, a 5-11 sopho
more, point guard, averag
ing 5 assists per game.
There’s a lot the
Spartans can look at over
this season as a reason for
their success, but according
to Wright, it was a pretty
simple formula, "Everyone
filled their roles, night in
and night out." If only it
were that simple. Coaching
has ‘a little’ to do with it,
and he’s been doing it for
26 years. It’s a long time
coming, but judging by the
sense of accomplishment
and satisfaction on his face,
it was all worth it. CON
GRATULATIONS Coach
Wright and the Lakewood
Spartans, the BEST 4A
BOYS
BASKETBALL
TEAM IN ALL OF
FLORIDA!

Place Your
Ad Here!!
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WE WELCOME YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

weak ankles and that ended
my boxing career pretty
fast."
Not to be outdone,
Milton then went into the
training aspect of the sport
and has worked with some
of the up and coming
greats from this area
including Jeff Lacey who
was an Olympian and has
appeared recently on
Showtime’s show box, and
Shirville Williams who is
ranked number four in the
world among women box
ers as well as a few others.
The gym is a full serv
ice gym with a regulation
boxing ring and all the
equipment needed includ
ing speed bags, heavy
bags, double end bag, and
most importantly the
expert training of Milton
himself, who was also an
assistant trainer for Winkie
Wright in the early 90’s.
He has an amateur
group of boxers made up of
boys and girls ages 7 and

up. "Out of this group of
youngsters will come some
of the next champions of
the sport of boxing," said
Milton. "The opportunity
for anyone to pursue their
dream to become a boxer
can begin right here in this
building."
The gym is open six
days a week from noon to
8:30 pm, Monday through
Friday and noon to 5 pm on
Saturday. The fees are
$35.00 a month for unlim
ited usfc.
While listening to an
interview Will Smith gave
about his training for the
film "Ali" it is not surpris
ing that there are so many
folks more involved in
boxing as a workout for the
entire body. According to
Milton, one woman in her
40’s who works out several
times a week has become
so proficient she looks 15
years younger than she
really is. I would say that is
an incentive for the ladies

who like a total body work
out.
There are many places
you can go to work those
quads, abs and lats but not
all will give you the hands
on expertise like Ray
Milton can and will. His
philosophy, "Better to
sweat in the gym than
bleed on the street." Here is
another positive and con
structive outlet for young
people and parents to get
involved in. Check it out;
it’s in the neighborhood.

Wilson, and Paul Cox, go
through running, strength
ening, pitching and batting
exercises in order to pre
pare for their game sched
ule.
Their coaches, like
General Manager Matthew
Swinton, knew that they
needed a motivational fig
ure such as Brazelton to
speak to them. His concern
was with their focus, disci
pline, and dedication to
training.
As Brazelton stood
before the kids, Swinton
noticed something different
in the look of these kids he
has been coaching.
"I
could see a change in their
faces...a difference from

last week when I was try
ing to talk to them about
practice."
Brazelton’s
natural
ability in front of these
young players was evident.
The right-handed pitcher
spent three years with
Middle Tennessee State
University, studying physi
cal education. If he had not
made it to a professional
team, Brazelton explains,
he would have been a P.E.
teacher.
It’s hard to believe,
because the kid’s come a
long way. Life could have
been so much different, if
not for his driving motiva
tion to succeed.
It’s a factor that he

Dwayne Hart who’s been training for
two months is working on an exercise
called “Line and Balance”.

Right: Ray Milton
standing in front of one
of the icons of his gym - a
drawing of Muhammed
Ali on the wall.

Sensation
continued from Front,

demic performance and a
10-0 record on the field.
Admittedly, he had a ten
dency to throw temper
tantrums.
The
21-year
old
Brazelton spoke to the
group of kids about life and
hardship, and of course,
about baseball. It was his
first time before the
Wildwood Dodgers and
State Farm Hurricanes, a
junior and senior league of
aspiring baseball players.
In total, there are nearly 40
kids between the two
leagues, young men who
spend at least once a week
on the field for training.
Young men, such as
Marius Speights, Charles

emphasized to the young
men on the field. "I had to
bust my butt," he told
them. "No matter how
good you are, there is
always going to be some
one better.That knowl
edge drove him, as he sur
passed guys who were bet
ter players, but lacked the
discipline.
Players such as Paul
Cox got the message. Cox,
a 16-year-old junior at St.
Petersburg Catholic High
School, asked about his
own impending college
decision, of which Bra
zelton was quick to encour
age. Echoing the popular
sentiment of the night, Cox
said he felt inspired by the

appearance of the Devil
Rays’ pitcher.
That’s all that Bra
zelton was hoping for. He
knows he will be back here
again.
"Today," he remarked,
after signing autographs,
"was good, because there’s
a least one kid out here I
know that has a life that
was like mine.
Some
body’s parents out there are
on drugs. Some kid out
there doesn’t want to do
their schoolwork. To think
that I’ve had an affect on
one of these kids’ lives, you
know, that means a lot to
me. Some people call it
giving back. I just call it
doing what I have to do."

Left: Aspiring pitchers with Dewon Brazelton (L to R):
Demetrius Lynn, Charles Wilson, Jamal walker, Dewon
Brazelton, marius Speights, Ronald Moten
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ENTERTAINMENT
Love Don’t Live Here Anymore...
New Book by Denene Millner
and Nick Chiles--------------------------The Washington Post
called Denene Millner and
Nick Chiles' What Brothers
Think, What Sistahs Know
"a funny and frank relation
ship survival guide." Now,
with LOVE DON'T LIVE
HERE
ANYMORE
(Dutton), described as
"provocative, intense ... a
true page-turner" by Heart
& Soul magazine, the rela
tionship pros make their
fiction debut in a spirited
and original novel for any
one who has ever tried to
find the right balance
between a career and lovein the face of ambition,
financial struggle, and
temptation.
Married to each other,
together the authors have
written three best-selling
nonfiction books. So why
the. switch to fiction? As
Denene explains it, "fiction
was just a natural extension
of what we've been dong
all along, except this time
around, we're not giving
people salacious details
about our relationshipwe're spinning a story that,
while universal, is really a
figment of both our imagi
nations." And although
they did find writing fiction
harder than the nonfiction
they are used to writing,
they also found it more fun.
"Fiction can be quite tax
ing, and at times dissatisfy
ing and frustrating, but
when you do it right, there's
an enormous sense- -of

accomplishment. In
essence, you have
created a whole new
world out of thin air.
And your readers
step into your world
and breathe its air,
walk on its earth and
feel its emotions.
Ultimately you have,
the power to impact
their emotions and their
world by allowing them to
live in the one you've creat
ed. That's pretty monumen
tal," says Nick. Denene
adds that "creating it was
certainly much more fun
than sparring with my hus
band again over why he
just can't think like a
woman."
LOVE DON'T LIVE
HERE ANYMORE finds
Randy Murphy and Mikki
Chance-Murphy, a young
African-American couple,
questioning their marital
bond. When Randy goes to
Paris to pursue a career
opportunity of a lifetime,

and alone in Brooklyn,
New York-but not for long.
In the months her husband
is away, she turns to his
best friend for comfort,
while Randy discovers new
feelings of his own that
could just as easily jeop
ardize their marriage.
Denene Millner, features
editor
a
t
Honey
magaz i n e
and
author
of The
Sistahs'
Rules,
and
Nick
Chiles,
an award-winning journal
ist and writer for New York
Newsday , once again
explore relationship issues
as they ask the questionsCan even the strongest love
overcome the stress and
inattention that seems an
unavoidable part of con
temporary careers? And
can a marriage survive infi
delity?
This spring Denene
Millner and Nick Chiles
will be visiting bookstores
across the country. To track
the highlights of their tour,
please visit www.celebrateblacklove.com.

his wife Mikki, struggling

to advance her own career,
finds herself left behind

WE WELCOME YOUR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Send Your Letters to:
The Weekly Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705
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Uncle Bends: A Home-Cooked Negro
Narrative-------

24th at American Stage.
Uncle Bends: A HomeCooked Negro Narrative is
an original work from the
director of American
Stage’s 2001 production of
From the Mississippi Del
ta. Audiences are invited to
share a meal and musings
with one of Tampa Bay’s

most intriguing artists, Bob modem day; an exploration
Devin Jones. Jones’ one- Jones presents in the first
man show follows the Afri person by playing charac
can-American people from ters ranging from an ado
hardship to hallelujah and lescent slave girl to a soul
from stereotype to strength stirring preacher to an aged
through storytelling and railroad man. Drawing
music.
upon such familiar icons as
The New Visions Series Uncle Ben of rice fame,
at American Stage show Aunt Jemima and Cream of
cases the works of emerg Wheat’s Uncle Willie,
ing playwrights in a series Jones leads the audience
of staged play readings. through a virtual gallery of
This year’s production for African-American stereo
the New Visions Series, types in order to, he says,
Uncle Bends: A Home- “rescue those stereotypes
Cooked Negro Narrative, and honor them.” Jones
encompasses the best of the turns his stage into a
New Vision mission- giv kitchen, cooking up a soul
ing Bay Area audiences the ful dish of beans and rice to
opportunity to enjoy fresh serve to the audience as an
work from a renowned accompaniment to the
contemporary playwright.
anecdotes,
characters,
Uncle Bends: A Home- songs and memories he
Cooked Negro Narrative is shares.
written and performed by
Bob Devin Jones says
Bob Devin Jones, a St. he gained inspiration for
Petersburg resident with a Uncle Bends from both his
national reputation as a torical narratives and the
playwright, director and lives of his own relatives.
actor. Uncle Bends pre “In the 1930s, the federal
miered
in
1995
at government had a program
Sacramento
Theatre where they would inter
Company and was featured view the last remaining of
that year in American former slaves,” Jones
Theatre
magazine. explains. “Many of these
Although largely fictional, narratives kept the syntaxUncle Bends is in essence a and patois and dialect of
historical exploration of the those people. I researched
African-American experi those to get the flavor of
ence from slavery to the the narrative form and the

sound of the language.
From that, I ended up using
stories that I invented from
some real events, as well as
a lot of the names of my
family and friends of my
parents.” These stories cul
minate on stage into a joy
ful examination of stereo
types which Jones calls “an
Afro-centric Chagall paint
ing.
The American Stage
New Visions production of
Uncle Bends: A HomeCooked Negro Narrative
runs March 8th-24th. Show
times are Wednesday and
Thursday evenings at 7:30
p.m., Friday and Saturday
evenings at 8 p.m. and
Sunday matinees at 3 p.m.
To order tickets, please call
the American Stage Box
Office at 727-823-PLAY.
American Stage is located
at 211 3rd Street S. in
downtown St. Petersburg.
Special weekday mati
nee performances of Uncle
Bends are available for
bookings by high school
groups. For more informa
tion on these performances
or to receive the American
Stage-created Study Guide
for the production, call
American Stage Education
Coordinator Toni Wright at
727-823-1600, ext. 207.

Dancers Renee Robinson
and Glenn A. Sims took the
audience along for the ride
through every peak and
valley, as they gracefully
flowed across the stage,
captivating crowd for a 16minute ballet. The ballet
started under a moonlit
night, as we experience the
dancer’s angst as to
whether or not his lover
will show.
The ballet
explored the transience
love, and the dance to the
timeless ballad "For All We
Know" sung by the incom
parable Donny Hathaway
presented dancer Sims’

efforts to win back his love.
Choreographer Carmen de
Lavellade, famed Costume
designer Geoffrey Holder,
and Lighting designer
Chenault Spence all blend
ed masterfully, comple
mented by the amazing
execution of dancing duo.
The audience signaled its
approval with a long lasting
round of applause, forcing
Sims and Robinson to
acknowledge the apprecia
tion by again emerging
from behind the curtains.
Choreography,
and
lighting design provided as
much drama in the Serving

participants, moving with
every beat, feeling every
stroke, shivering with
every emotion. The per
formance energized the
crowd to the point of ener
vation. Alvin Ailey gave
and gave and gave, and
three curtain calls, AND an
unheard of encore perform
ance (at a ballet) later, we
were spent. We had seen,
heard and felt enough...
until the next time we have
the pleasure of imbibing
their talents.
Blues Suite: Choreo
graphy by Alvin Ailey,
Restaged by Masazumi
Chaya, Decor and Cost
umes by Ves Harper,
Costumes Redesigned by
Normand Maxon, Original
Lighting by Nicola Cemovitch, Lighting by Chenault
Spence; Sweet Bitter Love:
Choreography by Carmen
de Lavallade, Music "Until It’s Time for You to
Go" sung by Roberta Flack,
"For All We Know" sung
by Donny Hathaway,
"Sweet Bitter Love" sung
by Van McCoy, Costumes
by
Geoffrey
Holder,
Lighting by Chenault
Spence, Dancers: Renee
Robinson, Glenn A. Sims;
Serving Nina: Choreo
graphy by Ronald K.
Brown, Music by Roy
Brooks, Branford Marsalis,
M’Bemva Bangoura, Dizzy
Gillespie, Costumes by
Omatayo Wunmi Olaiya,
Lighting design by Brenda
Dolian;
Revelations:
Choreography by Alvin
Ailey, Decor and Costumes
by Ves Harper, Costumes
for "Rocka My Soul"
Redesigned by Barbara
Forbes, Lighting by Nicola
Cemovitch.

Bob Devin Jones follows the African American peo
ple from sterotype to strength in his one-man show
“Uncle Bends: A Home Cooked Negro Narrative” run
ning March 8-24 at the American Stage.
ST. PETERSBURG’-iAmerican Stage’s New
Visions Series presents Un
cle Bends: A Home-Cooked
Negro Narrative, written
and performed by Bob
Devin Jones, as its 2002
production. Uncle Bends: A
Home-Cooked
Negro
Narrative runs March 8th-

Alvin Ailey
continued from Front,

the Rising Sun”, a classic
blues ballad. The lead
dancer in picturesque story
telling fashion, engaged in
the universal cat and
mouse, love-hate relation
ship with her man, climax
ing in one last charade
before realizing they are
inextricably bound togeth
er.
Sweet Bitter Love was
the most moving of the
evening.
Combining
romantic fairy tale like
themes, sensuality, and
inner turmoil that can exist
between a man and woman,
this ballet ran the gamut.

“Epps And Cube Have An Explosively Fenny Chemistry!”
Hob Biter, CMCftGO TRKWME

“A Wiid-And-Woolly, Wall-To-Wall Good Time!”
Joe lepta), SAN FRflKCfSCO fMUMMER

Nina as did the music and
dancers slipping in and out
of the shadows in climactic
fashion. This ballet was the
most versatile of the
evening’s offering, transi
tioning from Spirituals, to
new jazz, to African drums,
and back to classical jazz.
How does one dance to the
beat of drums? The way the
spirit moves you, and so we
were treated to a tremen
dous display of singular
expression from 9 dancers
simultaneously... yet they
were so rhythmically
aligned.
Alvin Ailey’s signature
ballet Revelations closed
the show, and in the process
raised the roof and brought
down the house, all in one
glorious span of 31 minutes
that left Ruth Eckerd Hall
patrons breathless. Local
celeb Brian Reed danced to
applause as she showed
exceptional dexterity and
grace all in one movement
in the dance "Didn’t My
Lord Deliver Daniel." The
solo
performance
by
Guillermo Asca in "I
Wanna Be Ready" captivat
ed the audience. He left his
emotions on the stage, and
poured out his soul, carry
ing the audience through
every gut wrenching feel
ing of want, desire, and sur
render. But nothing could
compare to the closing
piece, "Rocka My Soul in
the Bosom of Abraham."
Despite this piece being
performed
innumerable
times in the past, it never
loses its inspiration... the
heart and soul of the Alvin
Ailey American Dance
Company, its founder,
Alvin Ailey. Ruth Eckerd
Hall visitors were trans
formed from spectators to
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S-U-C-C-E-S-S —---------------------- ------------ BIG Elects New Leadership
NEW ORLEANS, LADoes success come easy?
Some people seem to be
bom into a successful life.
The powerful children of
powerful families, bom
with a silver spoon in their
mouths. But where does
this success come from?
And, if you are not bom
into a success story, what
does it take to create your
own?
The Struggle: Some
Young Men’s Struggle for

Success is the story of how
one man overcame the
odds the world placed in
front of him to achieve the
success that we are all enti
tled. Paul is only ten years
old when he experiences
the first of what will be
many tragedies over the
next fifteen years. Al
though Ms. Sharon tries to
instill in Paul and his sib
lings honor and enough
sense to keep out of jail, it
is not enough.

Despite what Ms.
Sharon tried to teach him,
Paul ends up in jail twelve
times before finally dis
covering there is a better
life than what he has been
going
through.
The
Struggle explains in detail
how bad conditions were
for Paul and his family and
how he went from having
nothing to almost being
destroyed to finally seeing
success as it really can hap
pen. Not just Paul, The

Struggle is the story about
a family trying to survive.
Author Jeffery Brown
is a native of Utica, MS.
He now lives in New
Orleans, LA. Spending the
last twenty years in New
Orleans, Brown feels that
he has witnessed almost
everything a young man
can witness. He has been
writing for five years now.

Mr. Farrell Chiles

50 Years of Marketing Success

Ed Gordon

Kelvin Boston
WASHINGTON, D.C.
- What do the first black
vice president in Corporate
America, the first black
Harvard MBA and the
founders of the first black
advertising agencies have
in common? All were
members of the National
Alliance of Market Devel
opers organization. NAMD

conceived the concepts of
target marketing and urban
affairs.
At a recent Board of
Directors meeting
in
Washington, D.C., NAMD
announced its 2002 Annual
Conference themed “50
Years of Marketing Suc
cess: A Golden Past, A
Platinum Future”. Mar-

keting success is what the
founders of Johnson Pub
lishing, The Uniworld
Group, Burrell Agency,
Black Enterprise, Essence
and the Ophelia Devore
Agency all achieved.
NAMD membership is
what they all had in com
mon.
The 2002 NAMD

Conference will take place
April 18th-21st at the
Washington Plaza Hotel in
Washington, D.C. Power
speakers
include
Ed
Gordon, host of “BET To
night”, and Kelvin Boston,
host of “Moneywise”,- a
PBS
TV
series.
Professional development
seminars feature outstand
ing panels in market re
search, PR strategies, se
curing corporate and gov
ernment contracts, finan
cial services and break
through ideas in entertain
ment and technology.
For conference infor
mation, call (908) 5614062 or view our website
at www.namdntl.org.

One of the Country’s Leading Small
Business Publications Celebrates 10th
Anniversary by Expanding to a National
Audience-------- -------------------------- —------ —
resource," (feature essay, page 22)
LOS ANGELES - velopment
Turning Point Magazine, Turning Point Magazine The , chairman of the
one of the country’s lead combines its business- National Urban League
ing small business publica related editorial with infor lays out the goals and
tions, celebrates its 10th mation about social, health objectives of his "Develop
Anniversary with its pre and community issues rele ment Revolution," Laying
a
three-pronged
mier national issue - vant to the African out
community. approach to achieving full
January/February 2002. American
A bi-monthly controlled Here is a glimpse at what integration in American
academic
circulation
periodical,, will be found in this society
achievement, economic
Turning Point Magazine is national premiere issue:
• Small Business self-sufficiency and racial
dedicated to sustaining and
growing African American Fallout (cover story, page inclusion.
• Facing Reparatsmall businesses and com 14) This story looks after
munities across the nation. affects African American ions...Comments on a
Turning Point Maga small business owners are Blueprint for Action
zine was founded in facing following the Sep (bonus feature, page 34)
Southern California after tember 11 attacks on the In this final installment in a
the 1992 Los Angeles up World Trade Center, Pen four-part series dealing
rising as a means to com tagon and Western Penn with reparations, Dr. David
bat the negative images of sylvania. It shows you the L. Home discusses the
African Americans por inequitable struggle sever strategies for action in this
trayed by the media. The al black entrepreneurs en significant segment of
national premiere issue dure as their business navi American history.
In addition to its maga
delivers valuable informa gate,the uncertain future.
• Small Business Re zine, Turning Point teams
tion for entrepreneurs try
ing to cope with fallout view 2001 (feature story, with corporate and govern
from the September 11 ter page 14) This feature ment agencies to host
rorist attacks on the United reviews all the critical small business develop
States. The cover story reports released in 2001 ment events and seminars.
takes a look at the imme affecting African Ameri- Currently, the publication
diate obstacles faced by cans businesses. Receive has teamed up with Wells
several African American full synopsis on reports Fargo Bank to present
business owners follow dealing with the growth How To Get Money For
ing the attacks. Also fea rate of African Americans Your Business, a national
traveling
seminar
tured is a comprehensive businesses to growing ly
examination of2001 busi black buving power and designed to provide entre
ness reports affecting the status of women- preneurs with an overview
on credit and its connec
African Americans; a re owned enterprises.
• Disaster Relief Still tion to business owners’
view of tips from the SBA
for businesses in need of Available (feature story, ability to operate.
This June
13-15,
relief as a result of "9- page 18) This feature gives
11;"
Urban
League the status of relief efforts Turning Point will host the
Chairman Hugh Price’s provided by the US SBA 5th Annual California
essay on the Development for small business owners African American Busi
Revolution; as well as a affected by the September ness Summit, the largest
report on the status of 11 attacks and provides a business-to-business con
President Bush’s Stim resource for business own ference for black entrepre
neurs in the Western
ers seeking relief.
ulus Package.
• The Development United States.
As "The small busi
Maynard Jackson,
ness and community de- Revolution by Hush Price

r

founder and chairman of
Jackson Securities, Inc., an
Atlanta-based investment
banking firm, will serve as
chairperson of the Summit.
Jackson Securities and
Turning Point have also
teamed up to launch a
series
of
Economic
Development Seminars in
eight markets in 2002.
Jackson Securities is a
national investment bank
that provides a full spec
trum of investment bank
ing and brokerage services.
The company has eleven
offices throughout the
United States. Turning
Point Communications,
parent company of Turning
Point Magazine, is a na
tionally recognized small
business and community
development
resource.
Over the last 10 years, the
media company has pro
vided entrepreneurs and
corporate executives, com
munity leaders, politicians
and decision makers with
timely issues, proactive
seminars and conferences
and access to the fruitful
African American business
market.
Turning Point Maga
zine is distributed to busi
ness owners through Afri
can American business and
community organizations
across
the
country.
Business and community
organizations wishing to
provide the publication to
its member companies (no
charge) can register at
www.Tumingpointmagazi
ne.com or call (310) 8216910.

WASHINGTON, D.C.
- Farrell J. Chiles, Region
IX Director, was elected
Chair of the National
Board of Directors of
Blacks In Government. Mr.
Chiles rose to this position
after one year on the
Board. In 2000, Mr. Chiles
served as President of the
LA/Long Beach Area
Chapter of BIG where he
rapidly increased member
ship from 18 members to
well over 125.
When asked what his
plans are now that he

chairs the board of one of
the nation’s largest govern
ment employee organiza
tions, he said, “My stance
is to make an influential
impact on creating and
enhancing a successful
future for Blacks In
Government. My goal is to
better serve this memberfocused, world-class lead
ing public service organi
zation by providing ulti
mate leadership, effective
communication, valued
teamwork and utmost pro
fessionalism to all con-

stituents (federal, state and
local government mem
bers).” As for why he took
on this challenging role,
Mr. Chiles said, “Being a
life-time member and an
active leader in this nation
al organization has provid
ed me with the training and
professional development
needed to qualify me for
this challenging and re
warding position as Chair
person of the National
Board of Directors. I want
to add value to our con
stituents and improve effi
ciency in regard to time
and resources within
Blacks In Government.”
Mr. Chiles is employed
as the Chief of the Human
Resources Division for the
63rd Regional Support
Command in Los Ala
mitos, CA. He received his
Bachelor of Science degree
in Political Science from
the University of the State
of New York. In addition,
he was awarded a Reserve
Officers
Association
Scholarship to pursue
graduate studies.

Mr. Chiles has served
on the board of many com
munity organizations. In
addition to being a life
member of Blacks In
Government, he served in
Vietnam and is currently a
warrant officer in the Army
Reserves with over 31
years of service to his
country, selected as the
Warrant Officer of the Year
in 1998. He is currently
serving as the Assistant
Vice President for Army
Reserve Affairs for the
U.S. Army Warrant Of
ficers Association.
As he heads off to
begin this task, Chiles said,
“I pledge to operate effi
ciently and effectively to
maintain a world-class or
ganization and world-class
membership. It’s ‘high
time’ for Blacks In
Government.”
For additional informa
tion on Blacks In Govern
ment, please visit the web
site at www.bignet.org or
contact the BIG National
Headquarters at (202) 6673280.

Not All Americans Receive Tax
Refunds---------------- ----------- -----------ROCKVILLE, MD Millions of Americans use
tax time as a way to raise
vacation money or make a
big purchase after receiv
ing a tax refund. But what
happens when you owe the
federal
government?
“When you’re expending a

Service has a considerable
amount of power when it
comes to collecting tax
debts. “The IRS can take
swift action such as seizing
assets and garnishing your
wages without having to
take you to court,” said
Rhode. “If you can’t pay

refund and end up owing

the bill up front, it might be

taxes, it’s like waking up
Christmas morning and
having to pay Santa
Claus,” said Steve Rhode,
president and co-founder
of Myvesta.org, the na
tion’s only financial crisis
and treatment center. “If
you’re suddenly facing a
large tax bill and don’t
have the cash to pay it, you
can’t hide for long.”
Unlike credit card com
panies and collection agen
cies, the Internal Revenue

better to take out a loan or
use a credit card to pay
your taxes so you will owe
a bank or credit card com
pany instead of the IRS.
However, be careful. If you
use your credit card to pay
taxes and then later file
bankruptcy, that amount
that you used to pay your
taxes may not be dis
charged in bankruptcy.”
If you don’t want to
take out a loan or charge
your taxes but still can’t

pay the full amount, the the best solution,” said
IRS can set up an install Rhode. “If your offer is
ment plan in which you accepted you must meet all
would pay your tax bill of your tax requirements
over a three year period. for the next five years and
You will be charged a setup if you don’t comply with
fee, plus interest, plus a the terms of your offer, the
penalty per month on the IRS may reinstate the
unpaid balance until it’s entire tax liability.”
For an in-depth look at
nutt u/rtflwl
Another option is to your options when owing
make an offer in compro taxes, read the Myvesta.
mise, which settles your org publication, “How to
tax debts for less than you Deal with the IRS If You
actually owe. To qualify Can’t Pay Your Taxes”.
there needs to be some Download the publication
doubt that you actually from Myvesta.org or send
owe the tax or doubt that $5 payable tp Myvesta.org
IRS
Publication,
the tax can be collected to
from you. Be sure your Myvesta.org, P.O., Box
offer reasonably reflects 8587, Gaithersburg, MD
your ability to pay.
20898-8587.
“An offer in compro
mise will lower your tax
liability but might not be

Coping with Cancer
BLOOMINGTON, IN
- when Dr. E. Roy Berger
spoke the words “malig
nant
melanoma”,
he
watched his patient Carl’s
face blanche with mixed
emotions of disbelief, hor
ror and even anger. Carl
was fixed to his seat,
shackled by fear, and Dr.
Berger wondered whether
he should continue speak
ing.
“My
explanations
about his cancer, treatment
options and expected out
come were now meaning
less to him,” said Dr.
Berger, recounting this
scene in his office. “I could
see he wasn’t listening
anymore. He was wrestling
with the as yet unspoken
question, am I going to
die?”
An oncologist, Berger
deals with situations like
this every day. Now, as a
service to cancer patients
and their loved ones,
Berger has released his
medical
autobiography
Common Bonds: Reflec
tions ofa Cancer Doctor.
With the assistance of
Linda A. Mittiga, Berger’s

book offers cancer patients
and their families, friends
and health care workers a
unique opportunity to
examine the mind and con
science of a busy cancer
practitioner. As such,
Common Bonds opens the
door to better communica
tion and understanding and
creates greater patient
awareness of the physi
cian’s often hidden emo
tional involvement, which
is often an overlooked
aspect of the battle against
cancer.
“I show laymen and

patients what a cancer doc
tor thinks and feels, how
strong the common bonds
between doctor and patient
can be and what it’s like to
be the person at the other
end of the stethoscope,”
said Berger, who based the
book on the rigors of his
daily work.
Common Bonds also
portrays actual cases,
which makes it a moving,
illuminating narrative of
doctor-patient
relation
ships. Cancer patients will
easily relate with the peo
ple featured in Berger’s

THE

stories. “You’ll feel com
pelled to keep reading,
even long stretches, to
determine the fate of the
various patients intro
duced,” said Berger.
A medical oncologist,
researcher and lecturer
around the country, Berger
is a partner in a highly
regarded private practice,
North Shore HematologyOncology Associates, in
East
Setauket
and
Smithtown, NY.

POOR

MAN'S

FISH
'SAMMITCH
ONLY

MASIIT & 8BTAUIANT

MON

-

99

TUE

-

CENTS

WED ONLY

FRESH FRIED SEA BASS

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

NEED A LAUGH?

327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 EM
Sunday . . . Gone Fishin1
WHERE tSe LOCAL'S Bt

FRIDAYS AT 6:30
...

FOR OVER 21

YEARS
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NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
WORDS
BY
ROSETTA
by Rosetta Cohen
Forshee

In Memorium to Andre
Jerome Nunn------------ “Toxoplasmosis, an in
fection with the protozoan
parasites,
characterized
with lesions of the central
nervous system.” This
word I never heard before,
and its definition meant
nothing to me at all. Not
until the year of 1990,
when my nephew became
gravely ill.
Andre, the only child of
my sister Carolyn Wright
McCarthy, was an 8th grad
er at Lake Weir Middle in
Summerfield. When during
the first few days of May,
he found a sick and aban
doned kitten, he bundled
the kitten up and took it
home to nurse it back to
health. Over the course of
the next several days, his
attempts failed and the kit
ten died. A week or so later,
Andre became ill.
This was the beginning
of Andre’s long and trau
matic battle for life. We
were not aware of it at the
time, but that sick kitten
was the key to Andre’s very
serious illness. The doctors
at Shands Hospital in
Gainesville determined that
when the kitten died, the

American heart transplant
patient.
In spite of being gravely
ill, constantly filled with
horrendous pain, taking
over 30 different pills sev
eral times daily and having
to be separated from the
people and things he loved
the most in life, he never
lost his smile or will to live.
He faced many uphill
battles. His recuperation
was a long and drawn-out
process. Many times we
knew that he was in agoniz
ing pain, still his warmth
and love would engulf you
the moment you stepped
into his hospital room and
made eye contact with him.
Andre never gave up. He
never let his illness hold
him back. He saw some
thing positive out of life
each and every day, and if
you could not see it, he
would gladly point it out to
you.
His doctors were in
hopes of the transplant
expanding his life by 10
more years. But God knew
best, and 5-1/2 years after
his surgery, on February
22,1996, God called Andre

deadly parasites that had

home to Him and made

invaded its body had also him an angel in heaven.
Our family was truly
infected Andre’s, attacking
and gradually killing his blessed to have such a
heart. He had the disease warm and loving young
Toxoplasmosis and was a man. I consider myself
very lucky to have had
very sick child.
In the course of just someone who has made
short of two weeks, this such a lasting and profound
child had gone from a impression on me. As I
healthy and robust 15 year give tribute to him, my
old to one that was fiercely mind reflects back on the
fighting for his very life. times we spent together.
He was put in the Intensive The fond and sweet memo
Care Unit with around-the- ries will forever be embed
clock medical attention and ded in my heart and mind.
was hooked to over 20 Like a lost piece of puzzle,
machines that performed he is dearly missed in our
almost every bodily func lives.
On March 17th, he
tion his body could not do
would have celebrated his
naturally.
The doctors told us that 26th birthday. This is my
for Andre to live, a heart way of saying, “Happy
transplant was needed im Birthday, Andre!” We love
mediately. With the help of you and miss you, but you
a brilliant medical staff, our shall never be forgotten.
strong belief in God and Though God only allowed
our many, many prayers, you to stay only a short
On August 2, 1990, Andre time with us, I know that
became Shands Hospital’s the lives of those in our
Heart Recipient #73 and family were made a lot bet
Marion County’s first Afro- ter for having known you.
We did not want to give you up.
We’ll miss your smiling face,
But comforted are we by this very thought:
In Heaven you did take your place.
We did not want to give you up.
Your passing did make us sad,
But still we are comforted with this thought:
In Heaven we know you’re glad.
We did not want to give you up.
Yet we know you’ve gone to rest.
So comforted are we by this thought:
In Heaven you’re at your best!

WE WELCOME YOUR LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR.
SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
The Weekly Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

LIGHT
OF THE
WORLD
by Daniel Banks

I have a friend. His
name is Anthony Tyrone
McCoy. Anthony has led a
very challenged life. Re
cently, he told me about a
dream he had that puzzled
him. In the dream, he had
two daughters, but the girls
had no mother. Anthony
and his daughters found
themselves»in a large house
with many people in it.
It seemed that Anthony
was prepared for battle, but
no war ever ensued.
Anthony had a treasured
box or container of some
sort. In the box were many
sweet candies.
At a point in the dream,
Anthony called his daugh
ters to him and encouraged
them to eat by saying,
“Come on, babies! Come
on and get the candy!”
The girls approached
their father in great awe,
because they were honored
and delighted to have been
invited by their father to
eat from his very treasured
box of sweets!
The daughters ate. An
thony was delighted in
them, and peace prevailed.
There was never any war,
though Anthony was in
complete readiness! The
dream ended there.
I told my friend that the
dream meant he was being
groomed to be a preacher,
even a pastor, some day!
The two “daughters”
that he saw were two souls
that he had caused to be
“birthed” into the house
hold of faith. The large
house they resided in was
the church he would pas
tor, and the people moving
about the house represent
ed his future congregation
which would be sizeable!
The reason he was pre
pared for war is because
we’re always in a spiritual
war with the devil, and
apparently he had on the
whole “armor” of God,
according to Ephesians
6:13.
The dream shows that
not only will he become a
preacher one day, but he
will also be a teacher! The
box or container that he
valued so highly was the
Word of God! The young
souls that he beckoned to
the Word were, in effect,
tasting to see that the Lord
is good, as we’re all ad
monished through Psalm
34:8.
The' Bible says it’s just
like sweet honey in the
rock (see Psalm 81:16). In
Exodus 3:8, the Lord de
sired to bring the children
of Israel into the Promised
Land, a land that flowed
with milk and honey. Even
today, bees are abundant in
Palestine and often deposit
their honey in the crevices
of rocks or in hollow trees!
Anthony is a natural
bom leader. His very name
means “power”. None
theless, he was quite sur
prised about the interpreta
tion of the dream and
prayed out loud that the

Lord would let him know
if this revelation was truly
from Him (and even for
him).
I told him that since
there was some degree of
doubt, the Lord would con
firm His message to him.
To wit, Anthony will either
have the same dream again
or he will have one that is
very similar to the first,
because the Lord often
sends dreams or revela

tions in twos. It is His indi
cation to us that the thing is
of Him. As Joseph inter
preted dreams for the
household of Pharoah, the
dreamers were presented
with the same concept
twice (see Genesis 41:32).
Let us pray for Mr.
McCoy, that during this
period of nurturing, he will
acquire all the skills neces
sary for an effective, full
time ministry that will
bring much glory to the
Father!
Anthony’s name is used
today by permission.

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4 EM.
MONDAY

FLAO

OCALA
NEWS
by Jim Thorpe

FROM THE HAMPTON
CENTER PRESI
DENT’S DESK
CFCC will be awarded
a $1,283,000 grant to assist
in the construction of the
Hampton Community Out
reach and Health Occu
pations Center. Call Dr.
Beverly Robinson, 8542322, ext. 1728.
BANQUET TICKETS
Tickets are now on sale
for the Concerned Citizens

for Chatmire, Inc., 10th
Anniversary Red, White
and Black Awards Banquet
on March 23rd, 6:30 p.m.
at the Dunnellon Presby
terian Church Fellowship
Center. Deadline is March
16th. For more informa
tion, call Rosetta Smith,
352-489-5681,
Kerry
Jones, 489-2627/ 4653943, Antoinette Cox, 4894955 or LaTanga Johnson.

UNION MB CHURCH
Family and Friends
Day - Sunday, March 17th,
at 11 a.m. For more infor
mation, please call 352489-1222 or Mrs. Law
rence, 352-489-8825.
SECOND BETHLE
HEM BAPTIST ASSN.
80-85 Years and Over Be our guest on Saturday,
March 16th, 5 pm, at the
Theological Seminary. For
further information or con
firmation, please call
James Thorpe, 352-6292948.
ST. PAUL MB CHURCH
Holy Ghost Revival The St. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church will be hav
ing a Holy Ghost Revival
March 18th-22nd, 7 p.m.
nightly.
Call
Lillie
Alexander, 687-3016.

fash n' Karry
nL,Fra

s h , Fa st n’ F r i e n d / y Jr

4 Lb. Bag
White
Potatoes

London Broil
Save $1.50 lb.

Beef Top Round

BUY ONE
GET ONE

FresnN
Atlantic
Salmon
Fillets

Premium
Corned Beef
Briskets

Save $2.00 lb.
Farm Raised

Save $1.00 lb.
Brookfield Fiat Cut
Without PCC Card 59<t lb.

LL THIS
mu

Duncan Hines
Cake Mix

Edy's Ice
Cream

Wise Cheez
Doodles

"5;1 ~

18.25 18.5 az.,
Al! Varieties
„ : ■ Limit 2

HGlf gallon,
Ali Varieties
Limit 2

5.5-7 OZ.
AH Varieties
Limit 2

BHil

|jh

BUY ONE
GET ON E

Without PCC Card $1.29 ea

BUY ONE
GET ONE

BUY ONE
GET ONE
Without PCC Card $4.99 ea.

Pringles

6 Pack
Pepsi

5.18-7 oz., Regular
Select Varieties
Limit 2

24 oz. bottles,
Ali Varieties
L imit 4

Without PCC Card $1.49 ea.

Brawny
Pick-A-Size
Paper Towels
3 Roll
Limit 2_

BtJYONE
G ET ONE
Without PCC Card $1.29 ea

BUY ONE
GET ONE
/ithoutPCC Card Regular Retail

Without PCC Card $3.49 ea.

Look fer Shamrocks throughout this week’s ad
fer great St. Patrick's Pay meal Ideas!
Prices Effective: Wednesday, March 13 - Tuesday, March 19, 2002
We reserve the right to limit quantities and correct typographical and photographic errors
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CT ASSIFTFD ADS
ADMINISTRATIVE

A S SISTANT

The Weekly Challenger has an

Immediate Full-Time Opening

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Trinity House
Apts.

WORD and EXCEL
Accounting Background and QuickBooks a Plus
Publishing Background Preferred

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977
A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
&HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

CAPRI
r

1 BR Apartments
Rent based on
income for 62+
Appiications
available at

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
MINORITY/WOMEN BUSINESS CONSULTANT
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
The School District of Hillsborough County, Florida, through its
Office of Supplier Diversity, is seeking consulting services to
assist the District’s staff to enhance the identification and partic
ipation of women, minority owned, and small business firms in
die Tampa Bay market. The consulting firm will be required to
assist the District in the implementation of its Small Business
and Minority Business Enterprise program, through the Office of
Supplier Diversity.
Qualified firms should submit letters of interest and qualification
statements to the Office of Supplier Diversity until 4:00 p.m.
April 5, 2002. Please direct the requested information to Henry
J. Ballard, Jr., Manager, at the Office of Supplier Diversity, 4901
E. Dr. M. L. King Boulevard, Tampa, FL 33605. The hours of
operation are 7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday,’'
phone number (813) 635-1240,
The School District of
Hillsborough County

Earl J. Lennard, Ph.D.
Superintendent of Schools

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Subscription:
Mail
Home Delivery

6 Months
$18
10

Annual
$30
18

Name

Address
State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?_

Make checks payable to: (Hi? Weeklft dUjalUngn

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT
Sealed bids will be received by the
City of Tampa no later than 1:30
P.M., Tuesday, April 23, 2002, in the
4th Floor Conference Room, Tampa
Municipal Office Building, 3Q6 E.
Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida, for
DPW Project PW6690, PW6702;
Fort Brooke Park Improvements and
PW7328; Tampa Riverwalk - Seg
ment. IB (FDOT). The proposed
work is to include, but not be limited
to, earthwork, piling, reinforced con
crete walls, beams and walks, precast
concrete, granite pavers, site furnish
ings, railings, signage, plantings, sod,
irrigation, light fixtures and electrical
services toith all associated work
required for a complete project in
accordance with Contract Documents
(Budget $3,766,000). A Contractor
submitting a bid must be FDOT pre
qualified in accordance with Rule
Chapter 14-22 on bid date or provide
sufficient evidence of qualifications
within ten (10) days thereof.
A Pre-Bid Conference will be held
Tuesday, April 2, 2002, 2:00p.m., in
the 4th Floor Conference Room,
Tampa Municipal Office Building,
306 E. Jackson Street. The Notice to
Bidders, Plans and Specifications for
the work may be examined at, or
copies may be obtained from, the De
partment of Public Works, Municipal
Office Building, 4th Floor North,
City Hall Plaza, Tampa, Florida
33602, (phone (813) 274-8721) upon
the refundable payment of a $100.00
deposit for each set. Mailing is avail
able for an additional charge of $10
per set. Checks should be made
payable to the City of Tampa. Any
person adversely affected by the
City’s intended decision to award a
contract or to reject all bids shall file
with the Public Works Department
said results, a notice of protest, with
in 5 days of posting of the summary
of bids. If notice of intended decision
is given by fax 'transmission or
express delivery, the adversely affect
ed person must file the Notice of
protest and bond within 5 days after
receipt of the notice of intent. A for
mal written protest must then be filed
with ten (10) days pursuant to
Executive Order 98-12: Bidders are
hereby notified that in any contract
entered into pursuant to this Noticfe,
disadvantaged, women or minority
business enterprises (DBE’s) will be
afforded full opportunity to bid and
will not be discriminated against on
the grounds of race, religion’, sex,
color or national origin in considera
tion for an award.

for seam
caregivers.

REAL ESTATE ]
FOR SALE

-.

SOUTH H EkKaGI HEALTH &

Remodel Homes
• 2/1 $53,500
• 2/1 $57,000
r
•2/2 $68,500

ft

AB**

1

tit 2 it’rf Awn ne Sewth . >

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

• 3/1 $63,000

TsT

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

?

727-341-0754

1600 54th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg
727 415-3886

Weekly Challeuger

City

Formal Dining Rm,
Fireplace, CHA, Fenc’d,
pets, Sec 8 ok. $650/mo.
(727) 322-1916

Opening May
2002

CALL (727) 822-8996 for details
or submit resume via fax to (727) 823-2568

The Hospice

**ALL NEW**
“4BD/2BA **

BRICK 3BD/2BA

Pets ok. Remodeled
inside,CHA, Patio,
Priv. fence. $600/mo.
(727) 322-1916

Seeking someone proficient in Microsoft Office applications:

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4 P.M.
MONDAY

cfot rpsnTtO

(Betty J.
(Newsome,
(Realtor

0
RECREATION LEADER - City of Gulfport. Immediate
part-time positions available for Teen Night Program at
Gulfport Recreation Center. Education/experience pre
ferred in education, physical education or related field.
Knowledge of recreational activities including games,
arts/crafts and sports. $8.01 Hrly. Background/drug
screening will be conducted. Applications accepted at
Gulfport City Hall, 2401 53rd Street So., Gulfport, FL, or
Gulfport Recreation Center, 5730 Shore Blvd. So. 33707
through March 29th. E.O.E.
City of St. Petersburg

POLICE OFFICER
$30,077 - $45,448
NO CLOSING DATE

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2
YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM
MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND BE PERSONABLE. COMMIS
SION ONLY. PLEASE FAX
RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

NOTICE
The Pinellas County Housing Authority will accept preliminary
applications for the Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher pro
grams by mail or at its central administration office at The Dean
S. Robinson Administration Building, 11479 Ulmerton Road,
Largo, Florida 33778 starting Monday, March 18, 2002 through
Friday, April 5, 2002 from 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. every week
day. You may also obtain a preliminary application at any of the
following locations starting March 18,2002.
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center

Police work involving the protection of life and property through
the enforcement of laws and ordinances. Work involves ,respon
sibility for the prevention, detection and investigatidn of crimi
nal activity, while assigned to a specific task or geographic area
on an assigned shift. Work is performed with considerable inde
pendence under general direction Of an administrative supervi
sor, with responsibilities to include problem splving activities
while working in conjunctionb with community organizations.
Includes the use and care of firearms, communications equip
ment, gas masks and other necessary equipment. This work
involves the element of personal danger and requires the exer
cise of considerable independent judgement including applica
tion of policy and procedure and tact. Also, includes the use of
computers to access information and generate reports. The
Police Officer may be assigned to a specialized unit requiring
specialized knowledge, training and work in units, such as vice
and narcotics, community policing, criminal investigations, etc.
Must be a high school graduate or possess a GED certificate. We
require sixty (60) college hours however, applicants with thirty
(30) college credit hours are eligible to, apply. Must be at least
19, and meet all other criteria of the current “Selection Standards
for Police Officer Positions” as set forth by the City of St.
Petersburg.
Selection Process: Personal History Questionnaire, polygraph,
vocational assessment/psychological evaluation, physical agility,
background investigation, medical exam and drug screen.;
Applications will be received in the Employment Office, One
Fourth Street North, 4th Floor, Monday - Friday.
Preference in appointment will be extended to eligible veterans
and, in some instances, spouses of eligible veterans. To receive
veteran’s preference, documentation of status must he submitted
at time of application.

_____________ 935 Main St., Suite C-4, Safety Harbor, FL

_______ _

Pinellas County Social Services Dept.
1100 Cleveland St., Suite 1500, Clearwater, FL
________ Friends of the Deaf, 7525 83rd St., N., Seminole, FL________
Community Service Foundation, 925 Lakeview Rd.; Clearwater, FL
One Stop Center, Union Academy Center
________ 401 E, Martin Luther King Blvd., Tarpon Springs, FL______
Dept. of Children and Families
____________ 1100 Cleveland St., 4th Floor, Clearwater, FL
Veterans Administration (Domiciliary)
10000 Bay Pines Blvd., Bldg. 102 - 3rd Floor 3D108, Seminole, FL
Pinellas Opportunity Council, Inc.
-_________

7200 US Hwy 19N #304, Pinellas Park, FL
Pinellas Technical Education Center

______________6100 154th Avenue North, Clearwater, FL____________
Pinellas County Housing Authority
The Dean S. Robinson Admin, Bldg., 11479 Ulmerton Rd., Largo, FL
Palm Lake Village, 1515 County Rd.. 1, Dunedin,FL

APPLICANTS WILL BE PLACED ON THE
WAITING LIST BY A LOTTERY SYSTEM.

ATTENTION PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
If you are a person with a physical disability that prevents you
from personally picking up a preliminary application, call 727443-7684, ext. 3004 beginning March 12, 2002. Leave your
name and address and we will mail you a preliminary applica
tion, as a reasonable accommodation for persons with disabili
ties.
NOTE: Pre-applications will be NOT be accepted before
Monday, March 18, 2002 at 9:00 A.M. or after Friday, April 5,
2002 at 4:00 P.M. regardless of the date it is postmarked. No
photocopied applications will be accepted.
The Pinellas County Housing Authority is an Equal Housing Provider

OBITUARIES
WHEN LIFE KNOCKS
YOU TO YOUR KNEES,
YOU’RE IN THE
PERFECT POSITION
TO PRAY!

PRAYER
HELPS

f

v

Young's
Funeral
Home

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young

CREMATION7...FUNERAL?
PLANNING AHEAD
Today we plan ahead for our legal wishes with Wills or
Trusts, we make financial arrangements for our retire
ment with IRA’s or 401s.
The most difficult and emotional plans, Funeral or
Cremation arrangements are often left undone for
someone else to agonize over...
at abbey-parklawn funeral HOME we believe that
planning ahead is the finest gift one can give to their
loved ones, we maintain complete files for your pre
arrangement needs. Our facility has Mausoleum, Niches
and ground spaces at “Discounted" prices for pre-plan
ning. Our at-need staff and pre-need staff are here to
answer your questions and help in any way we can...Cali
us toll free @ 1-800-226-3012.

“Locally owned...Family operated”

Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

FREE
INFORMATION
Come to our Semi
nar Saturday, March
16, 2001, 10:00 a.m.
No obligation. We
will provide coffee
and refreshments.
You will have the
opportunity to find
detailed information
on Cremation, Fu
nerals and pre-plan
ning. Join us @
Abbey-Parklawn
Funeral Home
2966 Belcher Rd.
Dunedin, FL
1-800-226-3012

The Lord looks down from heaven, He sees all
the sons of men. - Psalm 33

"Do you really think that your family
knows your feelings about your funeral?!
One of the most uncomfortable
feelings is that of talking about your
own funeral. Think about it - if you
don't talk about it now, your family will
have to guess about how you wanted
your remains handled. Isn't it good
knowing that you can arrange for your
funeral ahead of time and with a month
ly payment plan that best meets your
budget?

eSwc/fcere fb/teratf /fa

“Personalized with the Utmost

Call Us

Dignity, Confidence and
Understanding.”

McRae Funeral Home
Limousine Rental Service

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

351-0566

Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

2238 NW 10th St.

Alvis Summers, L.F.D.

Ocala, FL34475

Notary Public

(727) 895-6005

